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A FIRST-CLASS ADVERTISING MEDIUM IN THE MIDDLE SECTION OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY.
B. HORNING, M. D.,
s .

P ra c tisin g P h y sician ,
OOLX'EG’E Y II jI jE, Pa. S* Telephone in office.
Office Hours until 9 a. m.

M.

T. WEBER, M. D.,

P ra c tisin g P h y sician ,
EVANSBURG, Pa. Office H ours: U ntil
a. m,; 7 to 9 p. m. Keystone ’Phone No. 17*

E

A. KRV8EN, M. D.,

NO RRISTOW N, PA.
O FFIC E ROO M S: T H IR T Y , THIRTY-TW O
AND TH IRTY-FO UR BOYER ARCADE.
T elephones , Bell 716-d
HOPBS, 8 to 9
Keystone SOT
2 to 8
Sundays, 1 to 2 ofcly. 7 to 8

D

R. S. D. CORNISH,

D EN TIST,

OOLDEGEVIDLE, FA.
Flist-olass Workmanship Guaranteed ; Gas
administered.
Prices Reasonable.
Keystone ’Phone No. 31. Boll ’Phono, 27Y.

D

R. FRANK BRANDRETH,
(Suoeessor to Ur. Okas, Ryekman.)

F.

W, SCHEUREN’S

SHAVING PA RLO R,
C O LEEG EV ILLE, PA.

tg~ Second Door Above Railroad.
Finest grades of CIGA RS and TOBACCO
always on.band.

TJENRV BOWER,

Veterinary Surgeon,
C O L L E G E V IL L E , P A .
Bell ’Phono 23 z.

Q E O . J. HALLMAN,

C a rp e n te r a n d B uilder,
N EAR MONT CLA RE. P. O. Address—R.
D. 1, Phoenixville, Pa. All kinds of carpenter
work, by the day, or by contract. Estimates
cheerfully furnished.
10 28.

T^ANIEL H. ANDERS,

R eal E sta te B ought, Sold
and Exchanged.

Ms ail BuisBaogUail Soli.

D E N T IST ,

IN S U R A N C E E F F E C T E D .

ROYERSFORD, PA. Practical Dentistry a t
honest prices.

Room 51, Boyer Arcade, P. O. Box 467,
NORRISTOWN, PA.

M

ATNE R. LONGSTRETH,

A tto r n e y -a t- L a w ,
And Notary Public. ::: No- U* Orosor Build
ing, 1420 Chestnut St., Phlla., Pa.
IjOng instance Telephone. House N 0 . 6*18.
Also member of tho Montgomery County Bar.

JJARVEY L SHOMO,

A tto rn e y -a t-L a w ,
Ml SW EDE STB BET, N O RRISTOW N, PA.
RESID EN CE—ROYERSFORD.
Both 'Phones,

FIRST-CLASS

Single and Double Heaters
Ranges, Cook Stoves,
WICKLESS OIL HEATERS, RADI
ATORS, A N £ M fP $ g R S !■BOILERS
a t the rig h t fiflKs,. and gohd service g u ar
anteed. No p irn s so tte d in m.v efforts to
give all my patroDs ssi,ttsfa«M,lon’.

F. C. P D L E Y ,
LPIERICK M trtK K P t.

JJERBERT U. MOORE,
EY fc$ G A R EFLI TLY , E X A M I N E D

A tto rn e y -a t- L a w ,
ALBERTSON TRUST CO. B U IL D IN G ,
805 Swede S t.. Norristown, Fa
Bell and Keystone ’Phones.
*-!**■

JOSEPH 8. KRATZ,

A tto rn e y -a t- L a w ,
low COMMONWEALTH BU ILD IN G , 12th
and CHESTNUT STREETS,
Philadelphia.
Telephones.

Q

li. EVANS,

A tto rn e y -a t- L a w ,
823 SW EDE STREET, NORRISTOW N, PA.
A t residence, Lim erick, every evening.
Bell ’Phone 92. Keystone ’Phone, 27.

rpHOMAS HALLMAN,

A tto r n e y -a t- L a w ,
828 SW EDE STREET, NORRISTOW N, PA .
A t my residence* next door to National Bank,
Collegeville. every evening.
1-28.

J

STROUD WEBER,

A tto rn e y -a t- L a w ,
No. 6 EAST A IR Y ST., NORRISTOW N.
Can he consulted avery evening a t his resi
dence in Evansburg. Both ’phones.
11*88

8. G. FINKBINER,

R eal E s ta te a n d In su ra n c e ,
LOANS and INVESTM ENTS, NOTARY
PU B LIC . ROYERSFORD, PA.

T«HN J. BAOCLIFF,

P a in te r a n d P a p e r H a n g e r
MAIN STREET (near borough line) COLL EG EV IL L E, PA. Contracts taken and good
work and m aterial guaranteed. Full line wall
paper and paint for sale.

JJ S. POLEY,

C o n tra c to r a n d B uilder,
TRA PPE, PA
Prompt and accurate in building construction.
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
6-28

P

8. BOONS,
SO HW EN KSV ILLE, PA.

S la te r a n d R o o fer,
And dealer In Slate, Slate Flagging, Grey
stone, etc. Estim ates furnished, w ork con
tracted a t lowest prices.
lloct

PDWARD DAVID,
Painter and

P a p e r-H a n g e r,
OOLLEGEVILLE, PA. JW Samples of paper
always on hand.

L$TNS&S* A c r ; i j R A T E ‘L"Y<' GR 6 t N D
EXPERT

FRAME

A D J L, S T I 18 C

A. B . P A R K E R
O ptom etrist
2 1 0 D eK alb S tr e e t N O RRISTO W N , PA

Tennysbn’s First Poems.
The wind camp sweeping through the
garden of an old Lincolnshire rectory
one morning in the beginning of last
century and blew upon a child of five
years old. who opened his arms to the
blast and let it carry him along, cry
ing as he traveled, “I hear a voice
that’s calling in the wind.” That was
Tennyson’s first line of poetry. The
first poem he ever composed was w rit
ten upon a slate one Sunday morning
at Loath. The subject, set him by his
brother Charles, was “Flowers,” and
little Alfred covered his slate with
blank verse after the model of Thom
son’s “Seasons.* His next attem pt was
an elegy upon his grandmother, who
had just died, written at the request
of his grandfather. When it was writ
ten the old man put 10 shillings into
the boy’s hand and said, “There, that
is the first money yon have ever earn
ed by your poetry, and, take my word
for it. it will be the last.”—Westmin
ster Gazette.
Opening an Oyster.
“The Cook’s Oracle.” a hook which
was never far from the kitchens of our
great-grandmothers, is very precise in
its directions as to the proper manner
of preserving and eating oysters, says
an English journal. "The true lover
of an oyster,” writes the author, “will
have some regard for the feelings of
his little favorite and will never aban
don it to the mercies of a bungling op
erator. but will open it himself and
contrive to detach the fish from the
shell so dexterously that the oyster is
hardly conscious he has been ejected
from his lodging till he feels the teeth
of the piscivorous gourmand tickling
him to death.”
This Was In Denmark.
As Englishman having business in a
certain Danish town arrived a t the
railway station. He inquired of a
group of men standing near the way to
the house he wanted, whereupon one
of them offered to go with him and
show him. With recollections of what
such a service meant in England be
said. “I don’t want a guide.” “But
surely you asked ns to show you the
way.” said one of them. “Yes, but I
don’t want a guide.” “My dear sir, I
am not a guide; 1 am the bishop.”
Romanes In High Life.
“So that heiress is engaged to a no
bleman.”
“Yes.”
“And you say the affair was roman
tic?”
“Ob, very. Why, the duke was even
too poor to hire a lawyer.”—Kansas
ratv Journal.

COURT OF MONTGOMERY
ORPHANS’
COUNTY, PA. NOTICE OF FILING
AND AUDIT OF ACCOUNTS.
Notice is hereby given to heirs, legatees,
creditors, and all parties in interes’, that the
following accounts have been filed in the
office of the Register of Wills or Clerk of
Orphans’ Court, as ihe~case may be, of said
county, on the dotes below stat'd, that said
executors, administrators, guardians and
trustees have settled their accounts in said
office; and that the same will be presented
to the Orphans' Court of said county on
Tuesday, Nov. 16, 1909, at 10 o’clock a
m , for confirmation, at which time the
Honorable William F. Solly, President
Judge of said. Court, wil) sit in Court Room
No, 3, In the Conrt House, to audit t aid ac
counts, bear aDd pass upon exceptions
wherever filed, and make distribution of the
balance ascertained to be in ibe hands of
said accountants.
No. 1- Mesohteb—Sept. 27—First and final
account of Daniel Meschter, guardian of
Charles David Meschter, late a minor.
No. 2—Cassady—Sept. 30—First and final
account of John Cassady, administrator of
Mary Cassady, late of Norristown, dec’d.
No 3—Fisher—Oct. 1—First and final ac
count of Howell Tracy Fisher, admints
trator of Rev. Harvey 8. Fisher, late of
Norristown, deceased I
No 4—Walton—Oct. 4—Second and final
account'of Amos Walton et. al. trustees
under the will of Israel Walton, late of
Norristown, deceased.
No. 5-—Penrose—Oct. 5—First and final
account of Morris B. Penrose, administra
tor of8arah B. Pentose, late of Horsham,
deceased.
No. 6—Phillips—Oct. 6—First and final
account of John P. Phillips, administrator
of Enoch D. Phillips, late of Upper Dub
lin, deceased.
No. 7—Mock—Oct. 6 -First and final ac
count of Davis Mock, administrator of
Sophia Mock', deceased.
No. 8—J ohnson—Oct. 7—First and final
account of William B. Johnson et. al. ad
ministrators of Sarah L. Johnson, dec’d.
No. 9—Morphy—Oct. 7—First and final ac
count of Mary Murphy, administratrix of
Maggie Murphy, late oi Conshohocken.
deceased.
No. 10—Mundy—Oct. 8—First and final ac
count of William held, administrator of
Jacob Mnndy, late of Hatboro, dec’d.
No. 11—Moyer--Oct. 12—First and final ac
count oi Kathryn F. Moyer, administra
trix of Frank S. Moyer, late of Perbiomen, deceased.
No. 12—Thornley—Oct. 12—Fipt and filial
account oi George W. March, executor ofElla C. Thornley, late of Norristown, de
ceased.
No. 13—Krause—Oct. 12—First and final
account of Elizabeth I. Krause, executrix
of Jeremiah O. Krause, late of Pottstown,
deceased.
No. 14—Hughes—Oct. 14—Second account
of Joseph A. Buchanan, executor of Wm.
J. Hughes, late of Upper Dublin, dec’d.
No. 15—Beak—Oct. 14—Firet and final ac
count of B. Frank Roeller, -executor of
Anna Bean, late of Royersford, deceased.
No. 16—Smith—Oct. 15—First and final ac
count of Harriet B. Smith, administrator
c. t. a. of Benjamin B. Smith, late of
Limerick, deceased.
No. 17—Gilmobe- Oct. 15—First and final
account of the Norristown Trust Company,
guardian of Joseph Gilmore, late a minor.
No, 18—Welsh—Oct. 15—First and Inal ac
count of Norristown Trust Company,
trustee In partition for estate of Michael
Welsh, deceased.
No. 19—Morgan—Oct; 15—First and final
account of Mary H. Morgan, administra
tor of William Morgan, deceased.
No. 20—Sinnott—Oct. 15—Second account
of Annie E. Sinnott et. al. exeeutors of
Joseph -F. Sinnott, deceased.
No 2L—Engle—Oct. 16—First and final ac
count oTGeorge N. Malsberger, executor
oi George A. Engle, late of Pottstown,
deceased.
No. 22—Rhoads—Oct. 16—First and final
Recount of Penn Trust Company, guardian
of Leon Rhoads, a minor.
No. 23—Krameb—Oct. 16—First and final
account of Frank W. Sbalkop, adminlstra
tor of Charles Kramer, late of Limerick,
deceased.
No, 24—McKeig—Oct. 16—First and final
account of Bella Haws, administratrix of
Eliza McKeig, late of Hatfield, deceased.
No. 25—Quinlan—Oct.-16—First and final
account of Charles Knittel, administrator
d. b. n. c. t. a. of Louisa Quinlan, dec’d,
late of Lower Merton township, as filed by
Agatha R. Knittel et. al. exeeutors of said
Charles Knittel, deceased.
No. 26—Cubby—Oct. 16—First and final
account of Benjamin F. Wager, adminis
trator of Michael Curry, late of Norris
town, deceased.
No. 27—Butcheb—Oct. 16—First and final
account oi Martha F. Keely, adminlstra
trix of Eliza Jane Butcher, late of Norris
town, deceased.
No. 28—Donigan—Oct. 16—First and final
account of the Norristown Trust Com
pany, administrators of John Donigan,
late of Plymouth, deceased.
No. 29—Keeler—Oct. 16—First and final
account oi Sarah G. 8teinmetz et. al. exec
utors of Joslah Keeler, late of Limerick,
deceased.
No. 30—Pbnnypackeb—Oct. 16—First and
final account of Harry B. Pennypacker,
administrator of Camilla Pennypacker,
late of Pottstown, deceased.
No. 31—Bbydbn—Oct. 16—First and final
account of Jesse R Evans, administrator
of Thos. F. Bryden, late of Upper Pottsgrove, deceased.
No. 32—Kibk—Oct 2 —Account of Provi
dent Life and TrusLCompany of Phlladel
phia, substituted trustee under will of
Rachel S. Kirk, deceased, for Mary Ella
Tyson, by appointment of O. C. cf Mont
gomery Co., Pa., dated May 19,1903.
No. 33—Vandebslicb—Oct. 15—Final ac
count of the Security Co. of Pottstown,
trustee appointed by the Orphans’ Court
of Montgomery County, to sell real estate
in said county, devised under the will of
John Vanderslice, Sr., late of the county
oi Chester, deceased.
SAMUEL J. GARNER,
Register of Wills and ex-officio Clerk of
Orphans’ Court.

THINGS W E THINK-THINGS
OTHERS THINK
AND W H A T W E T H IN K OP T H E
T H IN G S O T H E B S T H IN K .

BY

ELBERT

BEDE.

and servants to attend to every mou and there burned it.
Even after the Revolution trade in
want. It is the rubbing together
and performing thoughtful things tea was not wholly unrestricted.
for one anotner that makes a home. It appear that iD some News Eng
—After all tbe free advertising land places dealers in tea were re
that petroleum butter got, along quired to take out a license.—Mc
Call’s Magazine for October.
comes L eslie’s Weekly and says it
is all a fake.

—Mars is another large body that
—Betweeu book learning and com
mon sense, tbe latter get the most is swinging around jbhe circle. It
will make no stops in this state,
jobs.
however, probably due to neglect on
—With becoming and character
the part of the congressmen.
istic modesty Wellman says he will
—A t a Chicago dressmakers’
give up his outing to the pole.
convention they are going to show
—These are still some folks who all the different styles of feminine
haven’t enough seose to last over wearing apparel since the days of
night—if they go to bed early.
Eve. Peek-a-boo!
, —There is considerable activity
WATER AND LIFE.
displayed in tbe Annanias club des
pite Roosevelt’s protracted'absence.
All over the civilized world at
tention is being concentrated upon
—Human being are said'to emit a
tbe best methods of irrigation. The
certain amount of light. In the olden
productivity of the planet and its
days of witchcraft they used to make
consequent ability to support life
torches out of human bodies.
are thus gradually increased in a
—The Minneapolis husband who, way that would hardly have been
after knocking bis wife down with deemed possible a generation ago.
a board, still claims that he dearly There are great areas, hitherto re
loves her, certainly succeeded in garded as little better than deserts,
successfully dissembling that fact. which scientific study has proved to
—Dr. Cook, of north pole fame, is to possess nearly all the elements of
said to be a democrat. No wonder productivity except water, and in
republican papers are tardy in most cases the water can be pro
giving him credit for having attain vided. One of these areas which
has just been thesubjectof thorough
ed the highest position in tbe world
investigation is the “Karoo” in
—A large comet that has not made South Africa. Although a dry re
its appearance since the days of gion, it possesses a very rich soil,
Christ will be visible in the heavens and dams are being built for'the
this winter. Those who saw it be storage of rain-water, special meth
fore say it is well worth watching ods of cultivation are used to dim
for.
inish loss of water by evaporation,
and
the influence of forests is being
—First to thine own wife be true.
studied with regard to their effects
—Too many Cooks spoil the north on the water-supply.
•Dole.

W HEN TEA WAS FORBIDDEN.
—The poor are always with us—
and your rich relatives seem to hang
Tea was not brought over by the
on a long time.
first settlers. When the Pilgrims
—Politics is a disease, ays a landed at Plymouth tea was selling
learned doctor. The only cure i s to in England at from $10 to $50 a
make the patient a vermiform ap pound. It was a luxury that bad
been known to Englishmen only a
pendix to some job.
few years.
—Newspapers will soon be made
Early settlers got along without
out of corn stalks. In some cases
India or China tea for a long time.
this will be an awful' waste of good
They used roots, herbs and leaves
cow feed.
found in the fields and woods as a
—Very few married men play foot substitute for tea. Sassafras tea w as.
ball. They don’t want to take a commoD drink, says tbe Boston
chances on letting their hair grow Globe.
the required length.
Tea was advertised for sale in
—Those who wish to use strictly Boston in 1762 for the first time,
up-to-the-minute language no longer according to historians. In 1766
say a person “ went up in the air.’’ patriots began to take the pledge not
He or she “aviated” is the correct to drink tea because of the tax that
the English Government placed on
form.
it. It became fashionable for patri
—While part of the world is long otic ladies not to serve India tea,
ing for luxuries it could enjoy, many but as substitutes therefor “Labra
of those who have them would be dor tea” and “Liberty tea.”
willing to give them back to be able
Gapt. Page, of Danvers, forbade
to enjoy them.
his spouse to taste tea beneath his
—It isn ’t the not having things Voof as longas the tax remained, but
that bothers us so much as the see the strong-minded aDd ingenious
ing others have them who do not ap lady ascended to the flat roof of the
pear any more worthy of them than house, invited her friends to follow
and there she served tea to them.
we ourselves.
Some others ladies of the city fared
—A Cleveland dyspeptic, who
less
fortunately. They used to bor
has fasted fifty days, says he has not
been bothered with indigestion dur-' row for their tea parties the big tea
ing that period—and believes he pot of the once-famous Bell tavern.
One day afterdrinkingthe forbidden
has effected a cure.
beverage the master of the house
—Someone has truthfully said that unexpectedly walked in, jumped to
nothing but a mint can make money the fire, grabbed the teapot and
without advertising. It might be turned over and out rolled a big
added that the mint couldn’t do it if frog. The jovial patriots at the Bell
it didn’t put its competitors in jail. taveru, suspectiug the use of the
—The ideal husband and wife pot, had placed the^rog in it. Some
of the dames never drank tea after
haven’t been born yet.
ward, for it made them sick.
—Being “one of the boys” is one
Isaac Wilson, of Peabody, per
way of getting old.
sisted in selling tea, so tbe Sons of
- We are all made of mud, but it Liberty seized him and compelled
sticks to some longer than to others. him to walk about town penitently
—Northfield News: Any kind of repeating:
I, Isaac Wilson, a Tory be:
religion is good enough if it’s only
I, Isaac Wilson, I sell tea.
put into use.
The celebrated Boston tea party
—An exchange speaks of the was following by tea parties in other
electoral college as the “electrical” New England towns. In Salem soon
college. Shocking!
after the Boston party David Mason
—Scientists still insist that money was suspected of having had his
carries disease germs. Couutry negro servant smuggle two chests
newspapermen are a healthy bunch of tea,into the home. Patriots enter
ed and searched his house. They
of
people.
Grog as served in the British
—There can be no home where found the tea. They gave it to boys,
navy consists of a mixture of three
each member has a suite of rooms who paraded with it to Salem Comparts water and one part rum.

RUSSIA’S SALT LAKES.

Salt lagoons and lakes are distrib
uted over most parts of the Russian
Empire, and principally in the region
of tbe Black and the Caspian seas.
The production of salt is one of the
rapidly-developing industries of the
country. In tbe salt lagoons during
the dry and warm season there may
be found the natural evaporation,
which is so great that from the over
saturated brine great quantites of
crystals of salt are precipitated.
These salt lagoon's, marshes or lakes
give annually as much as 1,000,000
tons, although they have been known
to yield 1,500,000 tons when seasons
have been particularly dry aud
warm.
Such work is done principally in
the provinces of Tauria, Kherson
and Astrakhan. The Basekunchak
Lake, located within tbe last-named
province, gives in favorable seasons
enormous quanties, somethimes near
ly 400,000 tons. The bottom of this
lake consists of thick layers of salt,
and the visible supply has been
computed at nearly 100,000,000 tons.
Another lake, the Elton, contains
a larger reserve of solid salt along
its bottom, measuring 40 square
miles. Beginning not far from tbe
Sea of Azov, embracing all the north
and east of the Caspian Sea and ex
tending to the east and northeast of
this, is a vast territory, larger in
area than France, in which every
take and standing pool of water is
brakish or salt and only running
water is fresh.
Hundreds of these lakes could be
profitably worked for salt if required,
says Tbe Chicago Tribute. Many
of the lakes contain besides common
salt other compounds embedded in
in the brine or embedded in the sedi
ments of their bottoms. These
compounds are valuable iu home
opathy.
LOST IN BURNING COAL.

Au English scientist declares that
there is an enormous loss of energy
in burning coal. With the coal con
sumption of many countries in the
last ten years being greater than in
tbe preceding century, he estimates
that less than 5 per cent of the total
heat value has been converted into
useful work. The best power plants
utilize only 10 per cent, of the en
ergy of the fuel, locomotives only 3
to 5 per cent., and electric incandes
cent lamps only one-seventh of 1 per
cent. To reduce this enormous
waste is one of the great engineer
ing problems. Nearly two million
horsepower of the waste is repre
sented by gas from blast furnaces.
Tbife loss is now being lessened byinstallation of gas engines.
WAITING FOR EROS.

The asteroid Eros, which is cele
brated for the eccentricity of its
orbit, and its occasional near ap
proaches to the earth, is again at
tracting the attention of astrono
mers, but this time a long while iu
advance of the performance that is
expected of it. In 1900 Eros came
within about 31,000.000 miles of the
earth, but in 1931 it will approach
us within about 15,500,000 miles.
This will afford a unique oppor
tunity to determine with greater ex
actness the solar parallax, the mass
of tbe moon, and tbe mass of the
earth, and tbe Astrographic Con
gress, which met last spring iu
Paris, has determined to begin
preparations for the important
event without delay.
When they get to making paper
out of corn, as is now proposed, a
man can make eye-openers out of
his morning paper and get about
three sheets to the wind before
breakfast.
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HTHE INDEPENDENT i
TEKM S —
F fiK TEA R
i:
IN ADVANCE.
it

T h u rsd a y , Nov. 11, ’0 9 .
C H U R C H S E R V IC E S .
St. Jam esr Church, Lower Providenoe, Rev.
F. S. Ballentine, rector. Morning service and
sermon, 10.80. Sunday School, 1.46 p. m. Eve
ning service and sermon, 8. 9 Holy Com
munion, F irst Sunday in the month. All are
cordially Invited and weleome.
Trinity Reformed Church, Uollegeville, Rev.
F. C. Yost, D. D., pastor . Services next Sun
day a t 10 a. m. Sunday School a t 9. / Junior
Christian Endeavor a t 2 p. m., and SeniorC.
E. a t 7 p. m.
St. Paul’s Memorial Church, near Oaks S ta
tion, Rev. Gh W . Barnes, Rector. Sunday
Services—10.30 a. m.; 8.80 p. m. Sunday School
—2.16 p. m. Vested choir. Free sittings.
Cordial welcome. The Rector residing in the
parish, will be pleased to receive calls for visi
tations or ministrations. Address Oaks P. O.
Evansburg M. E. Church*—Sunday School at
9.46 a. m. Preaching a t 11 a. m. and 7.80 p. m.
St. Luke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Rev.
S L. Messinger, D.D., pastor. Sunday School
a t 9 a . m . Preaching a t 10 a. m. and 7.30 p. m.
Junior Endeavor prayer mooting a t 2 p. m.
Y. P. S. 0. E. prayer meeting a t 0.45 p. m.
Bible study meeting on Wednesday evening
a t 7.30 o’clock. All are most cordially invited to
attend the services.
United Evangelical Church, Trappe Circuit,
Rev. G-eo. R. Riffert, pastor. Limerick —
Preaching a t 2.30 p. m .; Sunday. School a t 1.30
p. m.; C. E. a t 7.80 p. m. Trappe — Sunday
Sohool a t 2 p. m; prayer meeting a t 10 a. m.;
evangelistic preaching a t 7.30 p. m.. and revival
meeting, to continue during the week each
evening except Monday.
Passenger trains leave Collegeville for Phila
delphia : 7.08, 7.46,11.80 a. hi., 0.06 p. m. Sun
days—7.11 a. m., 0.33 p. m. For Allentown:
7.46,11.02 a. m., 2.27, 0.05 p. m . Sundays—8.30
a. m., 7.39 p. m.

H om e a n d A b ro ad .

Found Dead.
—In the Second ward of Pottstown
there were 17 votes for the proposed
'Freeman Beiteman, 33 years old,
seventh amendment, and 103 against of Gilbertsville, was found dead
it, and in the other nine wards it in bed Sunday morning. The man
was slaughtered almost as bad.
was apparently in the best of health
on Saturday evening and when he
failed to appear at the breakfast
Building a Barn.
W. H. Stroud is having a barn table Sunday morning an irivestibuilt on his rear lot. Mr. Buck- gation disclosed his dead body.

waiter, of Lower Providence, is
doing the carpenter work.
Play Postponed.

The play to be given by the choir
of Trinity Reformed church has
been postponed for an indefinite
period.
Kicked by a Horse

On Monday Frank Snovel, assis
tant at Espenship’s livery at the
Railroad House, was kicked by a
horse, knocked down, and painfully
injured. No bones were broken.
Matrimony.

On November 4, 1909, at Pleasant
Retreat, Trappe, by Rev. Jacob
Conner, Mr. Sylvanus E. Hoffman,
of Collegeville, to Amanda S. Minnich, of Lititz, Lancaster county, Pa.
A rtesian Well.

The trustees of Economy Lodge
I. O. of O. F., of this borough, have
awarded the contract for the drill
ing of an artesian well near the
Odd Fellow s’s building. The work
has not as yet been started.
W ater Supply.

Thomas Hallman, Esq., J. L.
Bechtel, 6 . F. Clamer, Mrs. E.
Lac tuna a, and Sherwood Vander—Just
slice, are having their houses con
—A little mofe raiD
nected with H. L. Saylor’s new
—To settle the dust on the roads water works. 6 . F. Clamer is doing
and wash off roofs.
the work.
—Such rainfalls
• —During a very unusual drought

Escaped From Hospital.

A white man and a colored man
—Are like slakiDg the thirst of a escaped from the State Hospital for
fever patient
the Insane at Norristown, Saturday
—With a drop or two of water evening. They forced the boards of
a temporary partition in the bathing
every hour.
department and walked off.
—Nearly all the wells about town
are exhausted of their supply of the
Nine C andidates for Post Office.
needful.
The Royersford post office plum,
—The chap who stole the cider
large
and juicy, is being sought by
knows the difference between a
no
less
than nine applicants, includ
barrel of apples and a barrel of
ing
ex-Sberiff
Matthews, W. H.
gasoline.
Buck waiter, H. L. Shomo, Esq.,
—The man who loses his head Samuel Wells, and Joseph Johnson.
usually loses his money.—Dallas
News.
D eath.
—The first bunch of turkeys has
Sarah Trucksess, aged 50 years,
appeared on the Reading markets, wife of Gebrge Trucksess, died Sun
and consumers pay 22 cents, live day at her late residence, near Fairweight.
view, after an illness of several
years,
during which time she was
—While hunting for rabbits,
Francis Gable, of Stowe, killed a almost continually confined. She is
blacksnake over six feet in length. survived by her husband.
—H e’s a mean man who willsnore
in church and keep others awake.
—Chicago News.
—Her head pierced by the bolt of
a falling shutter, Mrs. Annie Thomp
son, of Boyertown, is in a critical
condition.
—After a man has taken care of
the pennies all bis life the lawyers
are willing to take care of his estate.
—Dallas News.
—In one day Joseph Fritz pur
chased 150 turkeys and over 1000
bushels of apples in the vicinity of
Boyertown.
—John F. Burkhart, formerly of
Bernville, now of Wernersville, who
is 86 years old, has cast ballot^ at
fall elections in Berks county for 65
successive years.
—In order to raise funds for a
building, the fire company at Sanatago, near Pottstown, will hold a
fair and bazaar on two evenings
each week this winter.
—Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Roberts,
of Norristown, celebrated their sil
ver weddihg anniversary, and more
than 100 guests assisted in the
jollification.
—Little Claire Stritzinger, daugh
ter of B. F. Stritzinger, a Norris
town manufacturer, is able to walk
after undergoing the Lorenz treat
ment for congenital hip disease.
—The Diamond Glass Company
has put its second factory into
operation in Royersford, employing
200 hands. With the resumption of
work in this plant every manufac
tory in the town is running full time.
—A severe wind storm in South
Coventry, Chester county, Thurs
day afternoon uprooted trees and
carried 200 shocks of corn in Thomas
Grepp’s farm from one field to an
other.

M attress on Floor Discarded.

It is no longer necessary for some
of the patients of the State Hospital
for the Iusane, at Norristown, to
sleep on mattresses on the floor.
This is due to the opening of the
nurses’home which gave quarters in
the hospital for 120 patients.
S ons of America Convention.

A well attended convention of dele
gates representing the P. O. S. of A.
Camps of the county was held at
Pottstown, Saturday. CampNo. 267,
of Ironbrige was represented b y a
full delegation. Among other mat
ters passed upon a resolution was
adopted censuring the Bridgeport
School Directors in not allowing the
Bible to oe used in the public
schools; The next convention will
be held at Iron bridge, in the lodge
room of Camp No. 267, on the Satur
day nearest full moon in May.
Buried Alive In Well.

While in a well Frank Rohrbach,
one of the best graphite miners in
the Pickering Valley, was entombed
Saturday at noon* and his body was
disinterred shortly before midnight.
The dead man was an employee of
the American Flakes Graphite Com
pany and it was in a well on this
company’s property at Phoenix Hill
that Rohrbach met bis death. The
cave-in occurred in a well near
Kimberton. The unfortunate man
was attempting to get a rabbit from
the water at the bottom when he
met his death.
Young Girls Are Victims
of headache, as well as older women, but all
get quick relief and prompt cure from Dr.
King's New Life Pills, the world’s best
remedy for sick any nervous headaches.
They make pure blood, and strong perves,
and build up your health. Try them. 25c
at Joseph W. Culbert’s drug store, College
ville, and at M. T. Hunsicker’s store, Ironbridge.

Live Stock Perished in Flames.

The barn of George Murphy, of
Centre Square, containing seven
cows, two horses, machinery and
grain, was destroyed by fire of an
unknown origin early Tuesday
morning. The -flames were dis
covered shortly after one o ’clock.
They ha<i gained such a headway
that when Mr. Murphy and several
neighbors reached the barn it was
Fail to Realize.
impossible
to save any of the live
As an instance of how West Ches
stoek. The loss will probably ex
ter’s old men fail to realize the flight
ceed $2500, partly insured,
of time, it iis told of a 95-year-old
citizen in that town who would not
D«ath of John S. Morey, Sr.
lease a property for a term of less
John
S. Morey, a well known
than five years. He planned to
resident
of. Royersford, ..died on
reach the hundredth milestone in
Wednesday last in the eighty-ninth
business.
year of his age. The deceased had
lived in Royersford for a number of
Real E state Transaction.
years and before his retirement had
Frank Emery has sold the prop
had been a farrmer. -He is survived
erty near Bechtel’s scboolhouse,
by a daughter. Thirty years and
Upper Providence, to a Mr, Smith
more ago Mr. Morey was a prominent
of Spring City, for $2,000, and pur
Democratic politician of Upper Provi
chased a farm of 40 acres belonging
dence township. He was a weekly
to the Reuben Tyson estate, upper
contributor to the National Defender
Mingo, same township, for about
(now defunct) of Norristown, and
$3600.
was one of the “ ring” that domin
ated
the Democratic politics of the
Prom inent New Yorker in Town.
county in the old days.
Dr. Bernard Lazarus of New York
city, formerly physician to Bellevue
A Brief Will..
Hospital and recently medical offi
The
will
of the late John S.
cer to the New York penitentiary,
Morey,
of
Royersford,
was admitted
and now chairman of the Young
Men ’s Political League, of that city; to probate on Monday. It is a brief
is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Samupl document and reads a s follows: “All
Gordon, of Gleuwbod Hail, and will of my property, real, personal and
sojourn here for several days, lje mixed, I give, devise and bequeath
contemplates making Collegeville unto my beloved daughter, Ida
Linda Morey, absolutely and with
his summer home in the future.
out condition, and appoint her as
sole executrix of this my last will
Nearly s Conflagration.
and testament.” MiSs Morey is
Last Saturday night the building identified with the nursing depart
on W. H. Stroud’s property, .this ment of the Phoenix ville hospital.
borough, used by the woodcraft de
partment of Ursinus College, very
A Voting Record.
narrowly escaped destruction. One
Dr. Septimus A. Knipe, of New
of Mr. Stroud’s daughters-first dis
Hanover, who is now over seventy
covered the blaze and gave the
years of age, has an unusual record
alarm. When the firemen arrived
as a voter. He has been votingsince
on the premises the flames had been
November, 1862, and during all the
extinguished by the prompt action
years intervening since thattime he
of neighbors.
has never missed an election. Dr.
Kpjpe is a staunch Democrat.
Twins 80 Y ears Old.
Since the above was placed in
John Kohl and his sister, Mrs. tjj'pe the venerable and widely pop
George F. Moore, who are twins, ular ex-Trea§urer of the county,
celebrated their 80th birthday the Samuel F. Jarrett, has been heard
other Thursday. Mr. Kohl is a from. He voted for Zach Taylor in
veteran of the Civil War and has 1848, has Voted sixteen times for
been in the Soldiers’ Home at Erie President, never missed an election,
but is now living with bis sisters. and has a voting record of 63 years,
He is still hale and hearty. His having voted at 126 elections, to say
sister is totally blind but is able to nothing of conventions, primaries,
be up and about. • Both are good yet and special elections.
fo&a number of years. They reside
B equests to Institutions.
on the old Moore farm„at Obelisk,
this county.
The will of the late Abram G;
Wentz of Norristown, admitted to
probate, disposes of an estate valued
Forgery Charge.
at
$50,000. The following public
Melvin H. Ziegler, of Skippack,
bequests
are contained in the will,
was arrested last week upon the
to
be
paid
upon the death of his son
charge of forgery preferred by.
Four thousand dollars to
Howard A. Kriebel, of Towamen- Earl:
cin township. The charge preferred Boehms Church, Whitpain town
Four thousand dollars to
against Ziegler was that of forging ship.
Charity
Hospital, of Norristown.
the signature of Howard A. Kriebel
to a note for $64.65. ’Squire Egbert, Four thousand dollars to Orphans’
of Norristown, held Ziegler in $500 Home of Womelsdorf, of Lebanon
bail for a further hearing on Wed county. Five hundred dollars .to
nesday November 10th. S. H. Orr, Union Meeting of Whitpain town
Five hundred dollars to
entered security for Ziegler’s appear ship.
Wentz Church, Worcester township.
ance at the hearing.
Two thousand dollars to Ursinus
College, of Collegeville.
Football.

The TJrsinus College eleven on
Saturday administered a decisive
defeat to Stevens at Hoboken. The
score was 40 to 0. In the first half
U rsinus’ playing was not particu
larly brilliant but in the last half
the team got together and swept
their opponents before them. 29
points were scored in the second
half. Kerr Thompson was tbe-star
of the game.
Interest is now keen in the game
with Swarthmore to be played on
Ursinus grounds on Saturday. The
two teams are about evenly matched
though the odds are in favor of
Ursinus.
Swarthmore, however,
has a hard fighting eleven. A big
crowd is expected and, it is said,
the Schwenksville band will again
be on the job. This game will cer
tainly be worth witnessing.

Next Sunday S ervices in Trinity
Reformed Church.

$100 REWARD. $100.

•Next Sunday will be the day ap
pointed as Home Missionary Day in
the Sunday schools of the Reformed
church. In Trinity Sunday school
at 9 a. m., a service entitled “ The
Homeland” will be rendered, and
an offering for missions will be
taken. At 10 a. m. Rev. Geo. H.
Wailes, professor in Ursinus Col
lege, will preach the sermon. At
7.30 p. m. there will be a special
service of sacred music and singing
with reference to the genius and
service of Dudley Buck, the sacred
music writer, whose death occurred
a few days ago. The choir will sing
several of Buck’s famous anthems.
A few solos written by the same
author will be sung. Prof. Homer
Smith will preside at the organ.
The pastor will have charge of the
service.

The readers of this paper will be pleased
to learn that there is at least one dreaded
disease that science has been able to cure in
all its stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall’s
Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a
constitutional disease, requires a constitu
tional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cnre is
taken internally, acting directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the system,
thereby destroying the foundation of the
disease, and giving the patient strength by
building up the constitution and assisting
nature in doing its work. The proprietors
have so much faith in its curative powers,
that they offer One Hundred Dollars for
any case that it falls to cure. Send for list
of testimonials. Address. F. J. CHENEY
& CO., Toledo, O. Sold by all druggists,75c.
. Take Hall’s Family Fills for constipation.

Wm. Upchurch, of Glen Oak, of Okla.,
was au exile from home Mountain air, he
thought, would cure a frightful lung rack
ing cough that had defied all remedies for
two years. After six months he returned,
death dogging his steps. “Then I began to
use Dr King’s New Discovery,’’ he writes,
“and after taking six bottles I am as well
as ever.” It saves thousands yearly from
desperate lung diseases. Infallible for
Coughs and Colds, it dispels Hoarseness and
Sore Throat, cures Grip, Bronchitis, Hemor
rhages, Aitbma, Croup,'Whooping Cough.
50c. and $1.00. Trial bottle free. Guaransnteed by Joseph W. Culbert, druggist,
Collegeville, and at M. T. Hunsicker s
store, Ironbrldge.

Forced Into Exile.

Church W edding.

On Tuesday evening, November 9,
at St. Paul’s Presbyterian church,
Baltimore avenue and Fiftieth street,
Philadelphia, Miss Susanna Rockhill Bingham and Mr. Frank H.
Hobson, son of Mrs. Ella and the
late F. G. Hobson, Esq., of this bor
ough, were united in wedlock.
R abbit Season O pens Too Early.

Schuylkill county hunters have
been advocating a change in the
rabbit season whereby it may,/beset
back at least 15 days and possibly
a month later, and Are more than
ever convinced of the wisdom of
such action. All the rabbits which
are being brought ih are small and
thin. This is the time of year when
they commence to grow fa t.. Mont
gomery county hunters share, the
opinion of those of Schuylkill county.
December 1 would be about the
right date for opening the rabbit
bunting season in the eastern and
southerly portions of this State.
C ontracts Awarded.

H. A. Ferreira, of Philadelphia,
has awarded the contract for build
ing an old English country bouse
complete at Cynwyd, Pa., to E. S.
Poley of Trappe, who has given the
contract for plumbing, lighting and
hot water heating apparatus to G.
F. Clamer of this borough. Mr.
Clamer has also received the con
tract for a 100-light gas plant to
furnish light for the Episcopal
church, the rectory, and the parish
house, at Gwynedd, Pa.^ and the
contract to install a hot water heat
ing plant in the greenhouse in
course of construction for Joseph
Fralinger, of Sch weoksville.
W oman Pinned U nder Fallen Tree.

Mrs. John Brower, aged 55 years,
living between^Dimeribk and Fruitville, this county, was the victim
of an unusual accient Friday even
ing and she had a narrow escape
from being killed. She now lies in
the Pottstown Hospital with a dis
located right knee and contusions of
the body. Friday evening Mrs.
Brower was out in an orchard near
her home. A rain squall came up
Suddenly and she took refuse be
neath an apple tree. A severe gust
of wind overturned the tree and the
woman -was pinned beneath the
branches. She called for help and
her husband came and after bard
work succeeded in liberating her
from her perilous position.

Citizen Pays T eachers’ Salaries.

John F. Dillon, of Bridgeport,
is paying the salaries due of the
public school teachers of that town,
amounting to $1600. The salaries
were held up on account of the dead
lock over the Bible question, several
of the teachers stauding by one of
the factions and reading the Book.
Mr. Dillon makes no discrimination.
He will pay the salaries of all teach
ers whether such teachers are using
the Bible or not. In paying the
salaries he simply takes the vouchers
of the teachers. He will hold these
until such time that the Bridgeport
School Board sees fit to pay the
money and charge no interest what
ever for the outlay of the $1600.
Our Public Schools.

Nathan C.^ Schaeffer, State Super
intendent of Public Instruction, has
submitted his annual report on the
schools of the State to Governor
Stuart. Items from the statistical
portion of the report:
Number of school districts in the
State, 2584.
Number of schools, 33,784.
Whole number of teachers, 34,706.
Whole number of directors, 17,484.
Average salary of male teachers
per month, $62.23.
Average salary of female teachers
per month, $47.07.
Whole number of pupils, 1,263,034.
Average number in daily attend
ance, 994,969.
Total expenses of schools, $38,253,925.39.
Estimated value of school prop
erty, $87,917,612.69.
Increase in number of schools, 613.
Increase in number of male teach
ers, 447.
Increase in number of female
teachers, 246.
Increase in number of pupils,
31,834.
Amount of sohool tax levied out
side of Philadelphia, $20,758,275.04,
an increase of $1,643,320.07.
S tate Hospital Figures.

It was submitted in the abnual
report of the Board of Trustees of
the Hospital for the Insane at Nor
ristown, Friday, that the per capital
cost of maintenance for each patient,
for the year ending September 30,
1909, has been $4.1)1 as against $4.15
cost for the fiscal year ending Sep’
tember 30, 1908. According to the
annual report of the Treasurer,
Frank L. Smith, of Norristown,'a
member of the Board and one of the
executive staff, it cost the sum of
$594,668.92 to conduct the vast insti
PERSONAL.
tution during the year recently
Mrs. Hiser, of Philadelphia, was closed. Of this amount $35^2,§28.54
the Sunday guest of Mrs. W. P. was expended for clothing and care,
Feb ton.
$234,203.03 was required for sub
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Daub spent sistence and the balance. $107,637.35
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. RogerA, for repairs and sundry requirements.
of Limerick.
Joseph Dettra spent Sunday in
Norristown.
Prof, and Mrs. Caldwell have
taken possession of one of F„ J.
Clamer’s new houses.
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Fetterolf
spent Sunday visiting Mr. and Mrs.
A. C .' Fetterolf of Brooklyn, New
York.
Mr. F. P. Faringer and Miss
Sara Spangler, both of whom have
been seriously ill for some time
past, are in a. critical condition at
this writing.
John Kelley, of Kelleys ville, Md.,
and Wm. H. Renshaw and wife, of
Phcenixville, were the guests of
Mr. and Mrs. L. H." Ingram, Sun
day.
Large Barn Burned—Horse H ushes
Into Flam es.

Fire of an unknown origin Thurs
day afternoon destroyed the large
frame barn and several outbuildings
upon the farm of George Meyer,
located about a mile t west of
Schwenksville. When the/fire was
discovered it had already,; gained
considerable headway, but Mr.
Meyer and several tneigh bors- suc
ceeded in saving all the live stock,
consisting of several horses’ and
half a dozen cows. One .of the latter,
however, managed to get away from
its captors and the animal rushed
back into the burning structure
where it perished. Several chick
ens were also caught in the flames
and were burned to a crisp. The
fire spread to an outbuilding and
several large silos that were well
filled. All of these together with
the barn were totally destroyed and
Mr. Meyers suffers considerable
loss. The origin of the fire is un-.
known but the blaze is supposed to
have started among the crops in the
second story.

Official Election R eturns—Mont
gomery County.
STATE TREASURER.
J. A. Stoher, R ........ ....................... .9744
George W. Kipp, D.............................. 6170
Frank Fisb, Pro..................................... 366
Ed. Moore, Soc...............
298
Stober’s plurality.......... .............. .3674
AUDITOR GENERAL.
A. E. Sisson, R ..................... .......9728
James Woodward Clark, D ..................6122
C. W. R. Smith, Pro.
373
William Parker, Soc... . . . . . . . . . . . . . ___ 300
Sisson’s plurality.......... ...'............ ,3606
SUPREME COURT JUDGE.
Robert Von Moschzisker, R . . . . . . . . . ,9070
Cyrus Larue Munson, D............... ... .6876
Harold L. Robinson,Pro-.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 313
Sydney A. Schwartz, Soc.
.........298
Von Moschzisker’s plurality........... 2194
„ PROTHONOTARY.
Sylvester B. Drake, R .. ...... .
. .9942
Lyman B. Reigner, D.......................... 5937
Francis W. Sadler, Pro........... ....... ’... 393
Hugh Ayres, S oc,.............................., 294
Drake’s plurality...... ....................... 4005
DIRECTOR OF THE POOR.
Abraham A. Shoemaker, R ...............10,001
C. Harry Danebower, D. . .............. 5,833
Chalkley Styer, Pro.......................... 413
Harry D. Quin ter, Soc.............
207
Shoemaker’s plurality...... ........... 4168
JURY COMMISSIONER.
William S. Triol, R ........................... 10,072
P. J. Moriarty, D............................ 6,715
Robert Cameron, Pro.......................
J. Warren Wingert, Soc.................... 316
Triol’s vote over M oriarty........... 4357
AMENDMENTS.
No. 1—Yes, 5947. No, 3128. Carried by
2819 votes.
No. 2—Yes, 5885. No, 2964. Carried by
2921 votes.
No. 3—Yes, 6822. No, 2957, Carried by
2865 votes.
No. 4—Yes, 5700. No, 2987. Carried by
2713 votes.
No. 5—Yes, 5937. No, 2953. Carried by
2934 votes.
No, 6—Yes, 5829. No, 2938. Carried by
2891 votes.
No. 7—Yes, 4815. No, 4199. Carried by
516 votes.
No. 8 - Yes, 5787. No, 2938. Carried by
2849 votes.
No. 9—Yes; 5798. No,, 2944. Carried by
2854 rotes.
No. 10—Yes, 5787. No, 2941. Carried by
2846 AOtes.
'
'
Proposed Schedule—Yes, 4924. No, *<•><•
Carried by 2191 votes.

LOCAL AND COUNTY NEWS, PUBLIC SALES, ETC.
Item s F rom T ra p p e .

Iro n b rid g e E choes.

Elmer Scbrack, of Royersford, 9 Miss Edna Kramer has returned
was tbe guest of Mr. and Mrs. from a visit to Yerkes.
Milton B. Scbrack,.Sunday.
Miss Grace Kline entertained a
friend
from Conshohocken, Sunday.
’Squire Wilson, of Eagleville, was
in town Monday evening.
The S. L. L. S. will hold its bi
Mr. and Mrs. Josiab Slotterer and weekly meeting Thursday, Novem
daughters, of Zieglersvllle, were ber 18. A good program will be
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. George rendered. All are welcome.
Rambo, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. John Kline are en
A regular meeting of Town Coun tertaining Mr. Kline’s sister and
cil was held Saturday evening. husband from Canada on their wedTbe usual routine business was dis ding ti’fp.
posed of. A special meeting of
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Hunsicker
Council will be held next Saturday are ,,y,isiting ,,in New Brunswick,
evening to receive the Auditors’ re
port of the account of Treasurer
David Reiner, wbo has removed to E v a n sb u rg a n d Vicinity.
Collegeville. Tbe new Treasurer,
Mr. and- Mrs. Charles Jones spent
Harry Allebacb, will assume his
Suhday'yfitfi'Mir'. and Mrs. Howard
duties after Saturday evening.
Jones.
Last Saturday evening Mr. and
Morgan' C., and J. Stroud Weber
Ifrs. Irvin Garber left their horse
spent several days the past wee Is
and carriage standing in front of
gunning in Chester county.
Dr. J. W. Royer’s home. The ani
Ed. Vargues and family have re
mal perambulated up Main street
and opposite Sipple’s store the team turned to Rev. F, S. Ballentine’s
of A. Pearlstine, of Lower Provi
The annqal supper of the M. E.
dence, near Yerkes, collided with church will be held on November
the straying team.' Mr. Pearlstine 20. All welcome.
was. thrown out and suffered a
Mrs. Van Osten, of Philadelphia,
broken nose; his vehicle was much visited Miss Leonora Casselberry.
damaged by the collision, and the
Mrs. Joseph McGee, of Roxbor
question is ‘‘who will pay ex
ough, and Miss Jeonie Van Horn,
penses?’’'
of Doylestown, visited D. M. Cassel
. The funeral of J. Harvey Thomas, berry’s on Wednesday.
last Thursday, was very largely
There will be an all day service
attended. The floral tributes were held-in the M. E. on church Thurs
beautiful and included a miniature day, November 11, beginning at 1,0
trolley car of ingenious construction O’clock.
from the employes of the Schuylkill
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Gottsbalk,
Valley Traction Company. Revs.
of Ironbridge, were baptised by the
Schmidt of Schwenksville, and
Brethren1 in the Skippack creek,
Hibschman, of Philadelphia, assis
near Jacob Buckwalier’s, on Sun
ted Dr. Messinger in conducting
day afternoon.
The Rev. Jesse
the religious exercises.
Ziegler officiated:

Jo ttin g s F rom L im erick.

FROM OAKS.

Last Saturday auctioneer F. H.
The menu is rabbit—stewed, fried
Peterman sold at public sale tbe H. and anyway you choose. The sea
J. Johnson farm of 82 acres for son opened with a fusilade of small
arms, and if you didn’t hit a rabbit
$5700.
you were liable to hit a gunner.
Horace and Maurice Kline, of Over in Valley Forge one gunner
Aftentown, visited friends here peppered another in the legs of his
gum boots, another landed a few
Saturday and Sunday.
shot barely under the skin on tbe
O. L. Ijlvans Esq.,and family have hip. .About everybody succeeded
removed from Limerick Center to in getting a rabbit or two. The
station agent at Betzwood shot two
Pottstown, where Mr. Evans has rabbits with one shot. Saw the
purchased an attractive home from rabbits in a clump of grass. He
backed off for a good shot,and when
John L O’Connor. •
be- went to pick the rabbit there
Mrs. Wm. Snyder is confined to were two. John IJ. IVancis, Sr.,
her room with illness.
and Arnold Highley of Philadelphia
took their yearly bunt on Monday;
H. F. Stauffer recently slipped for almost fifty years • they have
and fell and fractured several ribs. hunted together. This is a record
hard to beat. Gunners set the PineMr. and Mrs. W. L. Gougler and town
hills on fire, and just about
family spent Sunday with Mr. the time the six o ’clock voters came
Moyer and Mr. Neifer, of Sanatoga. round the fire bell struck and the
firemen were away off to the fire.
Miss Bertha Schlichter, of Phila There are some houses near the
delphia, spent Sunday with her woods and somebody living in them.
The wind favored the fire-fighters,
parents.
who kept the fire from spreading,
Miss Mayme Schlichter, of Nor and a detached portion of a thunder
ristown, was tbe guest of her par shower fell and moistened the
ground so much that it put the fire
ents, Sunday.
out. It.is a dangerous practice to
The Women’s Missionary Society set fire to a tree or stump in which
had their annual settlement on Sat a rabbit has taken shelter to smoke
tbe rabbit out; and it was this way
urday. The sum of $86.06 was
the woods became burned over.
handed over to Rev. N. F. Schmidt The fire presented a pretty appear
for synodical purposes. The follow ance on the side hill.
ing officers were elected: President,
Professor Price, of Ohio, deliv
Edna B. Kline; secretary, Anna B. ered his lecture on Paul Lawrence
Fry; treasurer, Mrs. Emily Stetler. Dunbar, the Negro Poet, to a large
and attentive audience in the Green
Mrs. Harry Poley is spending Tree chuTch Mondav evening. On
some time with her parents at Ham Saturday evening, November 20th,
Dr. Ellis will deliver a lecture.
burg.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hamel and
A surprise party was given in
son,
of Harrisburg, are visiting Mr.
honor of Miss Kathryn Rawn at her
Hamel’s parents, who reside in
home, Saturday evening.
Mont Clare.
Miss Cora Schisler, of Pottstown,
Mr. and Mrs. Christian Miller
spent Sunday with her mother, and Mrs. Frank Weaver and son
visited them on Tuesday.
Mrs. Derr.
Mrs. John Radcliff visited Phila
delphia on Tuesday.
F ro m G ra te rsfo rd .
Charles Hallman visited his par
Elias T. Grater is having his ents, who reside near Harrisburg.
double house repainted. Win Key- He went prepared for a gunning
trip arranged for his visit, and in
ser is doing tbe painting.
the company of four others they
Contractor, O’Kelly has erected shot fifty-pne rabbits, thirty-three
temporary quarters for his Italian squirrels and seven pheasants.
A divinity student from Ursinus
workmen employed on the concrete
work over the Lodle creek, and will College preached a good sermon in
the Green Tree church on Sunday.
increase the force later.
The Rev. Mr;' McKee is in . Har
Oscar Miller will remove his shoe mony ville helping with a revival
store to the Dunn building, below service there. He writes: This is a
the bridge. Oscar carries a fine beautiful a°d romantic country up
line and is an expert fitter and re bem5f_,'|^llj„bj;c^her, that is why it
is cSlled Iforkhoriy ville, and it is one
pairer.
of^ttie
beautiful places in
The road , commissioners have Chester county. May the dews of
Supervisor Keyser and force put Heaven fall plentifully there, and
ting the gravel pike in condition for may your services be rewarded and
blessed, as the Lord our God has
the winter. It was badly in need blessed that fair land most bounti
of the same.
fully.
Prof. C. C. Ellis will deliver a
Nick Long is entertaining several
friends from New York city this lecture in the Green Tree church,
Saturday evening, November 20.
week.
Subject: “ The Legend of the,Topaz.”
Gratersford has four empty dwell Prof. Ellis needs,no introduction.
ing bouses at the present time. A We all know^him; an orator, a lec
turer and an eloquent divine. So
rare thing for the past two years.
bear in mind Dr. Ellis will enter
Nick Long finished plankiug the tain you, and come out and bear
Ironbridge. It is now in first-class him.
condition.
Ex-Governor Penny packer for

Judge to fill the vacancy created by
the elevation of Judge Von Mosehlisker to the Supreme Court, an ap
pointment good as well as a just
appointment. His many years of
experience on the bench, his exal
tation as the Chief Executive of the
State, records of triumphs of a hon
ored sou of the old Keystone State.
His unexcelled Judicial abilities,
bis excellent administration as Gov
ernor are part of tbe history of this
Commonwealth. No better appoint
ment or more worthier one could be
made than that the good ex Gov
ernor, Governor Pennypacker.

CONDENSED

NEWS ITEMS.

Thursday, November 4.
Shots were heard In a room at Key
stone, near Bluefleld, W. Va., and
when the door was forced the dead
bodies of Connie Blackwell and a
Hungarian were found.
Twenty-five people were hurt, three
fatally, when a car -on the University
place line at Des Moin)$>, la., jumped
the track at the foot of Nineteenth
street hill while headed down town.
John Marrooney, a negro, Is under
arrest at Battle Creek, Mich., on sus
picion of being the man wanted in
Chicago for the robbery of $5000 worth
of diamonds from Mrs. A. Hirsch last
August
Friday, November 5.
The new Dreadnought North Dakota
made a speed of 22.25 knots on her
trial trip, making her the fastest
Dreadnought .battleship afloat.
Albert Koch, a merchant at Berostadt, Ky., was shot and killed in his
store shortly after drawing $5000 from
bank, and robbery was the motive.
Rev. E. R. Williard, of Akron, O..
the first American pastor to hold chil
dren’s day services, has retired from
the ministry because of ill health.
Gustaf Bischof, western representa
tive of the Nathan Manufacturing
company, of New York, committed
suicide at his home In Chicago by
■hooting.
Saturday, November 6.
Fire in the market house at Hous
ton, Va., - spread rapidly, destroying
two hardware stores, one grocery, a
hotel, a drug store and several cot
tages.
Miss Fanny Scott discovered that
profanity in Millville, N. J., Is expen
sive, when Mayon Smith fined her
$7.25 for saying two swear words to
Albert Reid.
Colonel A. S. Hutson was found
guilty at Charleston, W. Ca., of em
bezzling $641 from the state of West
Virginia in 1905, while holding office
as assistant adjutant general.
Worthless bank "securities” with a
face value of a quarter of a million
dollars were sold at auction at Nashua,
N. H., for $100 by Lester F. Thurber.
assignee of the Security Trust com
pany, of Nashua and Grand Forks, N:
D. The purchaser was F. S. Sargent, ot
Grand Forks.
Monday, November 8,
Cotton mills at New Bedford, Mass.,
employing 17,000 employes, will cur
tail operations two hours per week.
Dr: C. J. Otto, who thirteen years
ago purchased the Lieser farm, on the
outskirts of Allentown, Pa., for $9700,
has just sold it for $78,000.
Frank Petrovicz, a north Scranton,
Pa., miner, fell down a seventy-foot
shaft at the Manville mine, a cut on
the face being the only injury.
The
Cumberland
Presbyterian
church has begun suit against the
Presbyterian church for possession oi
Missouri Valley college, at Marshall,
Mo.
Tuesday, November 9.
The Carnegie Steel company issued
official notice of its intention to build
an immense finishing mill plant at
Girard, Ohio, adjoining the Ohio works
at Youngstown, O.
W alter Hyde, twenty-eight years ol
age, of Brooklyn, N. Y., an attache oi
the Barnum & Bailey shows, was killed
and placed on the tracks of the South
ern railway near Central City park, at
Macon, Ga,, according to Coronet
Young.
Charles W. Howell, charged with
holding up the clerks in the Great
Northern express office at Seattle,
Wash., and stealing $12,000, was iden
tified as the bandit who boarded a
Great Northern mail car a t Bonner’s
Ferry, Idaho, on March 15, 1908, and
rifled the registered mail.
Wednesday, November 10.
Three trainmen were killed and
thirty-five persons injured in a wreck
a t Kleinart’s station, twenty miles
north of Knoxville, Tenn.
After three minutes’ deliberation:
the jury in the case of Waverly Wil
der, a boy of sixteen years, charged
with killing George Swift at Norfolk,
Va., rendered a verdict of acquittal.
W alter Osborn, a wealthy lumbei
dealer, shot and killed himself in a
loft in the warehouse of the Byron W.
Green, Jr., Lumber company at New
York, of which he is vice president.
Orders have been issued at Charles
ton, W. Va., th at Company A, Second
infantry, W est Virginia National
Guard, located at Gassaway, be mus
tered out on account of the failure oi
a majority of the members of the com
pany to report as ordered last Thurs
day to protect the lives of two negroes
suspected of implication in an assault
upon Miss Alfreda Rockhold.

er graaes
POULTRY: Live firm; hens, 14®
l4%c:; old roosters, 11c. Dressed firm;
choice fowls, 15%c'.; old roosters, 12c
BUTTER w eak; extra creamery
35c. per lb.
EGGS steady: selected, 36 @ 38c.;
nearby, 33c.; western, 33c.
POTATOES steady, at 58 @60c. pei
bushel.
Live Stock Markets.
PITTSBURG (Union Stock Yards)—
CATTLE strong; choice, $6.50@7.
SHEEP steady; lambs higher; primt
wethers, $4.50@4.65; culls and com
mon, $1.50(5)3; lambs, $4.50@7.25;
veal calves, $8 @8.60. HOGS lower; prime heavies, $8.1?
@8.20; mediums, $8.10; heavy York
ers, $8@8.05: light Yorkers, $7.80@
7.85; pigs, $7.65©7.76; roughs, $7©
7.76.
A Dog Story.
We brought from Scotland a collie
about six months old. He was allow
ed to be with os a t the breakfast ta
ble, but never to be fed in tbe dining
room. This rale was enforced by my
daughter. 1 was the only member of
the family wbo ever broke over tbe
rule. And often when 1 offered him
a tempting- bone he wotiid glance
across tbe table, and if he caught tbe
forbidding eye be would resist tbe
temptation. But one morning she left
tbe table abruptly. Rab followed her
into tbe bail and watched her till sbe
bad closed tbe door ot her study.
TbeD be scampered back, oudged my
elbow, as if to say. “Now is our time.”
He seized tbe bone and was soon
crunching it with tbe greatest satis
faction.—London Spectator.
Illustrating a Definition.
In proving a match to the browbeat
ing lawyer the woman witness is prob
ably in tbe majority. At a recent Case
in court a woman witness was giving
very damaging evidence against tbe
prisoner, and the attorney for the de
fense, nettled a t her manner, decided
to embarrass ber if he could.
“In giving your testimony, madam, I
observe th at you are constantly using
the .word irony.’ May 1 ask if you
comprehend its true meaning?”
“Well, 1 think 1 do. 1 will Illustrate.
If I w ere to call yon a gentleman 1
should unquestionably be indulging In
most decided Irony.’'—Ladles’ Home
Journal.
A Considerate Husband.
New Husband—Did yon make those
biscuits, my dear? His Wife—Fes.
darling. Her Husband—Well, I’d rath
er yon would not make any more,
sw eetheart
His Wife—Why, n o t
love? Her Husband—Because, angel
mine, you are too light for sucb heavy
work.—Chicago Record-Herald.
If wisdom was to cease throughout
tbe world no one would suspect himO ftlf
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Kills Her Foe of 20 Years.

"The most merciless enemy I had for 20
years,” declares Mrs. James Duncan, of
of Haynesyille, Me., was Dyspepsia, I suf
fered Intensely after eating or drihking and
could scarcely sleep. After many remedies
bad failed aud several doctors gave me up. i
tried Electric Bitters, which cured me com
pletely. Now I can eat anything. I am 70
years old and am overjoyed to get my health
and strength back again.” For Indigestion,
Loss of Appetite, Kidney Trouble, Lame
Back, Female Complaints, it is unequaled.
Only 50c. at Joseph W. Culbert’a drug
store, Collegeville, and at M. T. Hunsicker’e
store, Ironbridge.
.
The annual meeting of the Upper
N
Providence Live Stock Insurance Associ
o t ic e

ation will be held at Lamb hotel, Trappe,
on Monday, December 6, 1909, at 1 p. m.
The Managers will meet at 9 a. m.
JOHN D. SAYLOR, President.
JOHN WANNER, Secretary.

RIVATE KALE OF FARM.
Farm of 28 acres on the Boyertown
P
pike, % mile above Limerick Square. Good
house, part frame, part stone; 9 rooms.
Barn, stabling for 6 cows and 4 horses.
Fertile land. Apply to
ip-28-3t.
A. H. WIEN, Limerick, Pa.

.
After October 1, dwelling house, near
F
Perkiomen bridge. Good location. Ap
or rent

ply to
9-12.

J. P. ROBISON,
Collegeville, Pa.

or rent.

F
and

A t very low rental a wheelwright
blacksmith shop, old established
stand, prominently located. Address
(8-26) CALL BOX No. 2, Collegeville, Pa.

JIOR RENT.
. Neat 4-room dwelling, stable, etc.,
Iwith
\% acres of land and excellent spring

.
Edison phonograph and 34 records,
F
with small horn. Also large morning
or sa le

.
Rambler Automobile, Model 21, fivA
A
passenger; thoroughly first-class condi
u to m o bil e f o r s a l e

tion throughout; mechanical inspection
welcomed: a very reliable car of excellent
power. The tonneau can be removed
easily and it will make an ideal business
car, doing the work of a t least two horses.
Price $600.
C. C. BROWN,
Peoples’ Bank Building, Norristown, Pa.
10- 21.

A.

F. HEIKEL,

A cety len e G as C o n tra c to r,
MONT CLARK, PA. Generators and gas
fixtures supplied. Estimates furbished.
All work guaranteed. .
10-21-3m.
■J^OTICE TO GUNNERS.

jpUBLIC SALE OF

FRESH COWS!

glory horn and stand for same. Apply at
10-28.
THIS OFFICE.
.
Family carriage, and one rockaway,
F
in fair condition. Apply to
o r sa l e

Will be sold at public sale on WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 1909, at Ellis
B utt’s Black Rpck.hotel, one carload of
10-21.
J. U. GOTTWALS, Oaks, Pa. fresh
cows direct from the Cumberland
Valley. Also 75 thrifty hogs and shoats.
These
cows are choice—they come from
or sa le.
A standard bred,registered, stallion; the section where the big milk and butter
producers grow, and all in need of good
very fast; has a low mark. Address the cows
should not fail to attend this sale.
owner.
GEO. R. HUTT,
11-4.
2728Fletcher St., Philadelphia. Sale a t 2 o’clock. Conditions by
FREDERICK MILLER.
W. Pierson, auct. I. E. Miller, clerk.
or sale.
Gasolene engine and pump; one hot
air engine and pump; 2 500-gallon cedar JpUBLIC SALE OF
tanks, with metal pans; all in good con
dition. Apply to
FRESH COWS!
G. F. CLAMER,
11-11.
Collegeville, Pa.

F

F

F

or sa le.

A fine black horse, 4 years old, 15%
hands high, Well broken. Good worker.
Apply to
SAMUEL O. MALLEY,
Half-mile north of Trappe.
Custer Farm.
11-4.
or sale.
13 acres of woodland in Limerick
township. Also 75-acre farm near Keelor’s
church, Frederick township. Apply for
particulars to MISS MARY FRITZ,
MRS. EMMA KRAUSE, et. al., execu
tors of A. P. Fritz, deceased, Limerick,
Pa.
11-4.

F

3 ?

£3*

Will be sold at public sale on MONDAY,
NOVEMBER 15, 1909, at the Sunnysike
Stock Farm, Trooper, Pa., one carload of
fresh cows and a few springers, direct
from Clarion county. Pa. These cows
have been carefully selected and will fill
the requirements of tbe farmer and dairy
man. Any one in need of good cows
should not fail to attend this sale, as I
am going to sell them for the high dollar.
Sale at 1.30 p. m. Conditions by
JOS. T. HALLMAN.

P UBL1C SALE OF
FRESH COWS!

.
Slab wood sawed in stove lengths on
F
tbe Isaac Longstreth tract, entrance at
or sa le

the residence of D. H. Buck waiter on the
road leading from Trappe to Graterford.
Will be sold a t public sale on THURS
Bell Phone 17x, Centre Point.
DAY, NOVEMBER 18, 1909, at Perki
E. B. PLACE,
omen Bridge hotel, one carload of fresh
11-4.
R. D. 2, Norristown, Pa. cows
direct from Potter county. Gentle
men, these cows have the size, shapes, and
milk and butter qualities that will be sure
UBL1C SALE OF
to please you, and they will yield a good
return for money invested. Don’t miss
this opportunity. Sale at 2 o’clock. Con
Household Goods!
ditions by
J. W. MITTERLING.
L. H. Ingram, auct. J.W. S. Gross, clerk.
Will be sold at public sale on SATUR
DAY, NOVEMBER 27, 1909, on the prem
UBLIC SALE OF
ises of J. R. Wanner, near Byron Keyser’s
mill, Lower Providence, the following
household goods belonging to the estate
FRESH COWS!
of Elizabeth H. Wanner,-deceased: Sewing
table, small stove and pipe, coal bucket,
STOCK
BULLS, HOGS, SHOATS,
oil can, good clock, rocking chairs, ease
PIGS,'AND TURKEYS 1
of drawers, commode and cushion, en
ameled bedstead as good as new; mat
tress, bed clothes, 9 quilts—home-made;
lot of good blankets, bureau, towel rack,
£ 2
large trunk, mantel ornaments, family £ £
bible, complete toilet set, table and stand
Will be sold a t pnblic sale on TUES
covers, washstand, mirrors, rugs and oil DAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1909, a t Limerick
cloth, 15 yards ingrain carpet, suitcase, Centre Hotel, 22 fresh cows, 2 well-bred
gold watch and chain, 2 umbrellas, and stock bulls, 75 hogs, shoats, and pigs, and
many articles not here enumerated. Sale 200 turkeys ready to kill for Thanksgiv
at 1 o’clock p. m. Conditions, cash.
ing. This is all choice stock selected by
AMOS H. WANNER,
myself, and includes some of the best cows
Administrator, I have ever shipped. Here is your oppor
W. Pierson, auct.
tunity, farmers and dairymen. Sale a t 2
o’clock. Conditions by
| —•
t
- '
’
J. D. McKALIP.
F. H. Peterman, auct.
jpUBLIC SALE OF
M. B. Linderman, clerk.

P

P

REAL ESTATE
AND PERSONAL PROPERTY 1
Will be sold at public sale on THURS
DAY, NOVEMBER 18, 1909, on the prem
ises of the late Eli G. Fry, deceased, in the
borough of Trappe, tbe real estate and
personal property of said , decedent, as
Jgsjjk follows; A lot of land fronting on
fffffHI Main street. Tbe improvements
■■••ILare a frame house with 6 rooms
,8118rffl'intl a small frame stable.
pKBSONAt P roperty: 3 bedsteads, 3
bureaus, desk, 2 washstands, chest, rock
ing, cane-seat and other chairs, sofa,
tables, mirror, cook stove, parlor heater,
sideboard, carpets, oil cloth,' cooking
utensils, dishes, and many articles not
enumerated. Also a few chickens. Also
3 shares Spring Garden Farmers’ Market
Company, and l share Norristown Farm
ers’ Market Company. Sale to commence
at I o’clock. Conditions by
C. E. FRY, Administrator.
211 Stanbridge St., Norristown, Pa.
WaynePierson, auct. Ralph Wismer, clerk.

P UBLIC MALE OF DESIRABLE
REAL ESTATE!
Will be sold at public sale on SATUR
DAY. NOVEMBER 13, 1909, on the prem
ises in Limerick Square, Montgomery
county, Pa., an improved lot of land
fronting on Creamery avenue and Reading
pike, having a frontage on said pike of
140 feet and a depth of 160 feet. The im‘Jjjgjifcj provements consist of a substantial double frame dwelling house
• • ■ A i n first-class order, with fourteen
ILy^iHSrooms, outkitchen, cellar under
whole, and suitable for two families.
Frame barn, stabling for 2 horses and
room for 5 wagons. There is also a black
smith shop on the premises, fronting on
Creamery avenue; one of the best business
stands in the county. Apple, pear, and
other fruit trees; grape vines', &c. Ample
supply of water. This is one of the most
desirably located properties in the middle
section of Montgomery county, and has
many advantages worthy of the special
attention of homeseekers and investors.
Trolley cars pass in front of the property
every hour for Norristown and Potts
town, and it is situated in a healthful
neighborhood. Any one wishing to view
the premises will please call on Mrs.
Charlotte Poley, residing thereon. Sale
a t 2 o’clock. Conditions by
THE HEIRS
Of Emanuel Poley, deceased.
F, H. Peterman, auot.
M. B. Linderman, clerk.

of water, in the borough of Collegeville.
Also 3-aore property with 6-room dwell
ing, stable, considerable fruit, near Ironbridge. These properties will be rented
on very reasonable terms to satisfactory
parties.
BROWN, CLOUD & JQHNSON,
J3UBLIU SALE OF
Peoples’ National Bank Building,
9-30.
Norristown, Pa.

PRODUCE QUOTATIONS.
The Latest Closing Prices For Produce
and Live Stock.
PHILADELPHIA — FLOUR quiet;
winter low grades, $4.50@4.75; wintei
clear, $4.90@5.10; city mills, fancy
$6@6.25.
RYE FLOUR firm, at $4.35@4.6fl
per barrel.
WHEAT steady; No. 2 red, $1.1214
@L14%c._
CORN steady; No. 2 yellow, local
70@70%c.
OATSuiuiet: No. 2 white. 46c.: low

3

Household Goods!
Will be sold ah public sale on SATUR
DAY, NOVEMBER 20, 1909, at Hillcrest,
on Ridge pike, Lower Providence, near
Collegeville, the following Household
Goods; Mahogany bedroom suite with
glass and marbletop bureau; mahogany
sideboard over 150 years old; extension
table, lounge, dozen dining-room chairs,
3 rocking chairs, washstand, 3 small
tables, 2 large looking glasses, ciotbas
chest, range cook stove as good as new, 2burner oil stove, with oven; six-quart ice
cream freezer, kitchen cupboard, washing
machine and wringer, 55 yards ingrain
carpet, 80 yards home-made carpet, 10yds.
home-made stair carpet, wolf robe, horse
blanket, marbletop centre table, dining
room lamp, bookcase and books, lot of
quilts, comforts and bed clothes, canned
fruit, jellies, empty jars, buckets, wash
tubs, pictures, clothes horse, 2 screen
doors, dishes and glassware of all kinds,
pots, pans, and all kinds of cooking uten
sils; window curtains, stair rods, grind
stone, set flat irons, 5-gallon oil can, cop
per washboiler, lard can, stove pipe, and
many other articles not here specified.
Also Edison phonograph in good condi
tion, with one small and one large horns,
5 dozen -records, and carrying case for six
dozen records. Sale at 1 o’clock. Con
ditions by
MRS. E. B. POLEY.
L. H. Ingram, Auctioneer.

Gunners and sportsmen, in quest of
any kind of game,'are forbidden to tres
pass upon tbe premises of the undersigned,
under penalty of law.
Irwin Weikel, ,
Trappe.
Anthonv Poley’s farm, "
Jacob Hade,
"
Horace Ashenfelter, Upper Providence
Samuel O. Malley,
“
D. H. Casselberry, Lower Providence
Subscribe for Tbe Independent.
and Skippack.
EIGHT PAGES, 52 Nos., ONE DOLLAR
Additional names, 10 cents each.

SALE OF LEBANON
COUNTY aud VIRGINIA
P UBLIC

FRESH COWS!
10 FEEDING BULLS.
Will be.sold a t public sale on THURS
DAY, NOVEMBER 18, 1909, at Snyder’s
Hotel, Limerick Square, 2 carloads of
fresh cows—one carload from Lebanon
county and one carload from Virginia.
Gentlemen, I will have a big lot of cows
and good ones to deserve your attention
and bids, and I am sure you will appreci
ate them when you see them. They will
fill your milk buckets and make dollars
for you if you give them a chance. Also
10 feeding bulls. Sale at 1.30. Condi
tions by
JONAS P. FISHER.
F. H Peterman, auct.
M. B. Linderman, clerk.
£>UBL1C SALE OF

FRESH COWS!
STOCK BULLS, SHOATS AND HOGS,
TURKEYS, GEESE AND CHICKENS!

»
Will be sold at pbblicsale on MONDAY,
NOVEMBER 15, 1909, at Beckman’s hotel,
Trappe, 18 fresh cows and a few close
springers, 2 stock bulls, 50 shoats aDd
hogs, 300 turkeys, 40 geese, and lot of
chickens. Gentlemen, this is a load of
extra fine stock—the cows are choice and
hard to beat, the stock bulls are well
bred, tbe shoats and hogs are fine and
thrifty, and the poultry is of the best in
the market. I will appreciate your pres
ence, attention, and bids. Ail to be sold
for the high dollar, rain or shine. Sale
will start with cows at 2 o’clock, sharp.
Conditions by
HARRY SEANOR.
W. Pierson, auct. A. T. Allebach, clerk.

P UBLIC SALE OF
Hogs and Shoats!
BREEDING SOWS.

&

■

&

SUCKING PIGS,

&

Will be sold at public sale on FRIDAY,
NOVEM BER 12, 1909, at Miller’s Lamb
Hotel, Trappe, one carload of Chester
White Hogs, Shoats, Breeding Sows and
Sucking Pigs—all from standard and reg
istered stock. This is choice stock. Sale
at 2 o’clock. Conditions by
G. GUY MILLER.
Also 6 full-blooded Rose Comb Brown
Leghorn Roosters.
.
Estate of Sarah Bradford, late of
E
Trappe, Montgomery county, deceased.
s t a t e n o t ic e

Letters of administration on tbe aflove
estate having been granted the under
signed, all persons indebted to said estate
are requested to make immediate pay
ment, and those having legal claims to
present tbe same without delay to
HENRY W. KRATZ, Administrator,
11-11Norristown, Pa.
.
Estate of Elizabeth H, Wanner, late
E
of Lower Providence township, Montgom
s t a t e n o t ic e

e r y county, deceased. Notice is hereby
given that letters of administration upon
the above estate have been granted to the
undersigned. All persons indebted to said
estate are requested to- make immediate
payment, and those having legal claims
against the same will present them with
out delay in proper order for settlement to
AMOS H. WANNER,
Administrator,
R. F. D. No. 2.
Royersford, Pa.
Or his attorneys, E. L. Hallman and
Thos. Hallman, Norristown; Pa.10-28.
or rent.
Several rooms; one furnished; in
house near Perkiomen Bridge. Apply to
10-28.
MARY A. DEEDS.

F

SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY,
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SKIPPER BEN'S GIRL
The Treasure That Came to the
Lonely Fisherman.
By FRANK H. SWEET.
[Copyright, 1909. by American Press Asso
ciation. J
If in your travels you ever visit the
rugged coast of New England you
may come upon the Cove, with its
cluster of brown, gray and blacfe
wooden houses, having queer, uneven
roofs and crooked chimneys, and its
narrow strip ol pebbly beach, backed
by high, forbidding rocks.
You are very likely to find boats
drawn up upon the beach, some of
them overturned for calking, and
great heaps of kelp and seaweed and
layers of salt hay, showing how far
pp the water comes at high tide.
And climbing over the boats or play
ing along the beach I am quite sure
you will find a little 'girl—a brown
faced, barefooted little girl in a faded
pink frock, whose hair is like sea
weed, a rich chestnut underneath, but
faded to a sort of nutty tinge where
the sun strikes it.
If yon ask this little girl who she is
she will peep shyly up at you through

ZiTING ON T H E B EA C H WAS A L IT T L E G IR L

her tangled hair, with a pair of eyes
that will win your love and admira
tion at once, and will answer, "Dolly!”
Then she will run away and bide
among the boats, with her brown j
curls shaken over her blushing cheeks. |
But if you ask any one else, say the j
old lobster man yonder examining his !
lobster pots beside his warped and
leaky old dory, or, better still, old
Captain Craves as he stands on the
wharfs eVery day or sits by the stove
in Llsha Tucker’s store telling of the
fishing when be was young, he will
say:
“Thet? Oh, thet’s Skipper Ben’s
gal!”
It is a strange story, and it all hap
pened some years ago—a great many
years ago. Dolly would say—when
Skipper Ben was not a skipper at all,
but merely a brown skinned young
fisherman.
He lived with his old mother in the
little brown ■house that stands quite
by itself by the waterside-and whose
eaves almost touch the ground. And
over in the blackish looking cottage,
with the shingles down the sides, lived
his sweetheart, a rosy lass named Dol
ly.
They had always been friends ever
since they were old enough to go about
and sailed boats together in the pools
among the rocks or fished from the
wharfs. As they grew older the cove
“Just kind of understood” that they
were to be married as soon as Ben
should become owner or part owner of
a fishing vessel.
Ben was an industrious fellow and
was always off on the banks. Each
time be came home be laid a little
money away in an old stocking, for he
was saving up to buy his boat, and
once while he was on a fishing cruise
with Captain Pratt* the captain told
him of a prime little schooner he had
a t home in the cove, which Ben might
secure for the contents of his stocking
and in payment for his services that
season.
Ben came home a happy youth. He
had already christened his new posses
sion the Dolly. Add as he walked up
the narrow, crooked street of the little
fishing town he, wondered why all of
his old comrades should look at him
with such solemn, pitying glances.
Pdor Ben! He soon learned why they
all looked pityingly at him. His sweet
heart. Dolly, was dead. Two weeks
before she had been buried in the little
graveyard on the hill.
Poor Ben. indeed!
He was never the same man after
ward. He kept the Dolly and took a
pride in her, going off to the banks
and becoming in time one of the first
fishermen in the Cove. But he never
was a boy again. All his old light heart
edness had vanished, and be became
grave, moody and silent. For some
years he lived, when he was at home,
alone in the little brown hous£—for his
old mother was dead. too. A lonely
time he had of it when he was not
a t the banks. In the evenings he
would sit for hours with his pipe, star
ing into the fire and thinking how dif
ferent it all might have been if only
Dolly had lived.
One night there was a terrible
storm, and Skipper Ben sat by his

lonely hearth smoking and thinking.
The wind blew and howled about the
little brown house. It rushed down
the chimney and beat against the side
of the house until it rocked. But Ben
does not notice a bit of wind.
Presently his gibomy thoughts got
the better of him. The tiny room
seemed to grow as narrow and as suf
focating as a grave, and be rushed out
into the night and the storm, where he
could draw in deep breaths of the
wild salt air.
There whs no rain, but the clouds
were scurrying swiftly across the sky.
And well they might with such a wind
at their heels.
Such a wind! If Ben had not been
the broad, sturdy fellow that he was
it would have blown him off his feet.
But as it was he strode up and down
the beach with long, fierce strides and
heeded neither the wind nor the roar
ing surf.
Was it strange th a t with' the fierce
storm ranging without and the equally
fierce storm raging within. Skipper Ben
should not have heard the shrieks and
cries of distress th at night? Not so
very strange, I think, but what was
strange was that above all the din and
commotion he should have heard a
feeble wail—the faintest little wall in
the world.
But he heard it at any rate and hur
ried to the spc£ whence it came. .
There, lying on the beach, with its
frock • securely fastened to a broken
spar, was a little child.
“Why, you poor little creeter!” ex
claimed Ben as he unfastened the
dress. “How’n the world did you git
out here?”
The baby stopped crying as soon as
she saw him and, stretching out her
tiny arms, gave a little chuckle of de
light.
He picked her up fenderly and,
wringing ut the soaked little gar
ments, which were like cobwebs and
were trimmed with the finest lace,
buttoned her up inside his heavy
jacket.
Then it was th at he beard the shouts
and cries for the first time and saw
men running helplessly up and down
the beach and gazing seaward.
What were they looking at? Look
ing at nothing. They were staring
and gaping at the place where a good
ship had just gone to pieces. Could
no one be saved? No; it was impos
sible. No boat could live in such a
surf, and there is, moreover, no life
boat at the Cove.
The ship went toi pieces where she
struck. Of all the crew not one lived
to tell the tale, and of. all the passen
gers not one was saved except the lit
tle baby buttdned up under Skipper
Ben’s rough pilot jacket.
But the baby lived and was like a
sunbeam in the little brown house, for
no one talked of putting her in the
asylum. Nor is there any orphan asy
lum at the Cove, though there are or
phans in plenty, for many a good fel
low goes to the banks never to return,
not supposing that he has said goodby
for the last time to the. youngsters at
home.
The baby cried for “mamma” a little
a t first, but she soon learned to say
“Ben” instead. And from that day on
the little room never became narrow
and stuffy, and Ben’s pipe was the
pipe of peace and .comfort.
The next year, when he went to the
ban as, he left her in the care of Lisha
Tucker’s wife at thp store, but the year
after she cried so hard when he was
going that he took her with him. And
ever since she has been his constant
companion, and he named her Dolly.
Five years have passed since that
stormy night, and Dolly is six years
old. She is a blight, happy little girl,
and she loves the grim old ocean dear
ly, even if it did so nearly become her
tomb.
Sometimes in the evening when the
wind is blowing and shaking the little
brown bouse and the fire is roaring
brightly and merrily up the chimney
Skipper Ben will tell Dolly how he
found her lying on the beach securely
fastened to a broken spar.
Then be will pull out a little old.
worn leather trunk and will take from
it the once dainty baby clothes. They
are yellow now and still stained with
sea water. He will hold the delicate
fabric in bis bard, rough hand with
reverential awe and look with wonder
at the little faded blue ribbons that
once were shoulder knots.
“I wonder who your parents was?”
he says to Dolly. “Only think what
you might ha’ been! Why. you might
ha’ been a markis!”
Skipper Ben’s round blue eyes be
come rounder and bluer at the thought,
and he. takes bis pipe from his mouth.
“You might ha’ been a dorcbess!”
But Dolly Shakes her head with her
brown curls and lays her cheek against
Ben’s rough coat, saying: “No, no! I’d
rather be Skipper Ben’s girl!”

URGED TO ATTEND
MISSIONARY MEET
Laymen’s Convention to Be Held
in Philadelphia Nov. 18-21.
PART OF NATIONAL CAMPAIGN
Prominent Ministers and Laymen Will
Discuss Plans For World’s Evangeli
zation at Biggest Missionary Gather
ing Ever Held ift This Section.

Plans have virtually been completed
for one of the’ biggest missionary gath
erings ever held in the history of
Philadelphia. Under the auspices of
the Philadelphia Co-Operating Com
mittee, composed of ministers and lay
men representing almost every branch
of the Protestant church, there will be
held a big convention from November
18 to November 21 inclusive, which
will be part of the national campaign
of the Laymen’s Missionary Move
ment, inaugurated to hold conventions
in 75 of the big cities of the country
in an effort to forward the general
movement for the Evangelization of
the World in the Present Generation.”
Churches to Send Delegates.
Every church in the Philadelphia
district, which includes all of eastern
Pennsylvania, the state of Delaware
and southern New Jersey, is invited
to take active part in the discussions
by sending to the convention three
laymen and its minister. The idea of
the meeting is not to solicit subscrip
tions for any missionary fund or to
recommend the distribution of mis
sionary moneys. The gathering has
been called for the general purpose of
discussing the best plans tor the evan
gelization of the world in the present
generation, the general opinion of the
world’s greatest missionaries being
that “how is the accepted “time.”
There will be addresses and discus
sions by laymen and ministers who
are thoroughly familiar with mission
ary conditions and missionary needs
and the opinion of each delegate as to
his idea of how the general movement
should be strengthened will be wel
come. It is with the idea of having a
free and open discussion of missionary
work in all its phases that the com
mittee’ in charge of the meeting has
sent broadcast invitations to all those
interested in the work to attend the
gathering.
The committee believes that with
the co-operation of the churches of the
district the convention can be made
the biggest movement of its kind ever
inaugurated In the history of Christiandom in this part of the country.
With this object in view the committee
invites the co-operation of the individ
ual churches in sending to the meeting
at least 2000 delegates. The only re
striction which the committee places
on the delegates is that at the .time of
registration they each deposit with
those in charge a fee of $1 towards
the necessary expenses of the conven
tion. Any deficiency in the funds tr
carry through the expenses of the
meeting has already been underwrit
ten by the co-operating committee.
The convention will be opened on
the evening of November 18 with a
supper at which it is expected at least
1000 delegates will take p a rt Sessions
will be held on November 19, 20 and
21, with special services in all the
churches on the latter date, which will
be the Sabbath.
In a circular letter just issued to
the ministers of the various churches
the committee points out the aims and
purposes of the meeting:
“In inaugurating the National Cam
paign of the Laymen’s Missionary
Movement in Philadelphia and adja
cent territory the co-operating commit
tee feels th at it can accomplish little
without the active co-operation of the
pastors of all the churches.
“From the first the whole idea of
the movement has been to cooperate
with the regular missionary agencies
of the churches in the enlargement of
their work. It does not divert any
missionary offerings from congrega
tional channels. All the organization
asked for is a missionary committee
of men in each congregation to work
with the pastor in enlisting all mem
bers and adherents in the intelligent
and adequate support and extensioif
of missionary work.
“In order that the plans adopted by
the Philadelphia committee may be
successful, and that your church may
receive the benefit of the movement,
it is necessary that the Philadelphia
A Man and His Boom.
“Play cards with a man for an hour committee should have your encour
and you will know him better than if agement and aid and the active co
you had met him in the drawing room operation of your men.”
every evening for a year,” says a Ger
To give some idea of the power be
man writer. But Sonia in the Paris hind the movement it is only neces-'
Figaro suggests another character ba sary to say that 100 of the most prom
rometer. A never failing test is the inent business men of Philadelphia,
hotel room. The way a man arranges who compose the Philadelphia co-op
his room in a hotel shows whether he erating committee, have signed the let
has been well reared, what his ideas ter. The chairman is Edward H. Bonof propriety are. whether his bump of sall, vice president of the Land Title
order has been developed, whether he and Trust company. There is also a
is methodical or slovenly, and one co-operating committee of ministers,
may even know by the way wearing of which the bishops resident in Phil
apparel, ornaments and baggage are adelphia are honorary chairmen and
Rev. C. A. R. Janvier, active chairman.
disposed of in a room which the occu
For delegate enrollment blanks, for
pant knows he will remain in only a
few days whether he is thoroughly or application blanks for the Philadelphia
superficially educated. “If I had a convention gupper and for literature in
daughter for whom a young man connection with the Laymen’s Mission
sued,” says Sonia, “1 would have ary Movement and the Philadelphia
him go to a summer resort where I convention, prospective delegates are
could surprise him in his hotel room invited to call at headquarters or comIn less than fifteen minutes my. ver municate with Flank W. Harold, office
diet would be rendered on the basis secretary, Central Y. M. C. A. building,
1421 Arch street, Philadelphia.
of the room’s appearance.”
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And That Ended the Naval 8weatbox
Punishment.
On one of Mr. Lincoln’s excursions
to Fortress Monroe on the steamer
Hartford in 1863 his attention was di
rected to a narrow door bound with
iron, the use of which he was anxious
to learn.
“W hat is this?” he asked.
“Oh, that is the sweatbox,” was the
* reply. ' “It is used for refractory and
insubordinate seamen. A man in there
is subjected to steam beat and has very
little ventilation. It generally brings
him to terms very quickly.”
President Lincoln’s curiosity was
aroused. “This.” he said to himself,
“is treatm ent to which thousands of
American seamen are probably sub
jected every year. Let me try it for
myself and see what it really is.”
Taking off his hat, for he was sever
al inches over six feet in height, be en
tered the inclosure, which he found to
be little more than three feet in length
or width. He gave orders that at a
signal from himself the door should
be immediately opened. It was then
closed and the steam turned on.
He had been inside hardly three min
utes before the signal was given. Pres
ident Lincoln had experienced enough
of what was then regarded as neces
sary punishment for American seamen.
There was very little ventilation, and
the short exposure to the hot and hu
mid air had almost suffocated him.
, Turning to Secretary Welles of the
navy department, the president ordered
that no such inclosure as the sweatbox
should ever after be allowed on any
vessel dying the American flag.
I t was not an hour after this order
had been given before every sailor on
every ship in Hampton Roads had
heard of i t The effect was most re
markable on the older sailors, many
of whom had themselves experienced
the punishment of the sweatbox. Some
of them wept from joy.
But the good results of this act of
President Lincoln were not confined to
the American navy. G reat Britain,
France, Germany and other European
countries heard th at the sweatbox had
been abolished in America as Inhuman.
One and all Of these nations in turn fell
into line, and today the sweatbox is
not to be found on any vessel flying
the flag o fa civilized nation through
out the world.____________
Planning Ahaad.
“Theater parties,” said the prospec
tive bride, “will cost about $200 an
nually, flowers as much more and
bonbons, say, $100. Certainly we can
marry on $600 a year.”
“And have a snug surplus,” suggest
ed her dad, “for such incidentals as
grub and clothes and house re n t”—
Philadelphia Bulletin.

Norristown Trust Co.

Need not be
connected to
Waterworks

DeKalb and Main S ts.
N O R R IS T O W N .
Never Forgets.
Never Put* OH’,
Never Has an Engagement.
Never Tabes a Vacation.

The same water is used over
and over again to operate

Never Dies, and
Always Heady for Business.
Capital Paid In
Surplus,
Assets under ltd
control,

Hot Water and
Steam Systems

$ 300,000.
8 350,000.

Only a few gallons need to
be added during a season.
Automatically
operated,
safe
and
very
durable.

94,600,000.

Certainly a good place to trans
act your banking business.
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Clover,
Timothy, 1
Lawn Grass,
Garden and Flower Seeds

G ard en T o o ls
O F A L L K IN D S .

Poultry and Fence Wire.

ONE OF THE VERY
BEST BOILERS ON
THE MARKET.

The undersigned will furnish and erect
IDEAL BOILERS and guarantee satis
faction. Will also furnish and erect the
FREED BOILERS — excellent steam
makers, safe, and satisfactory—manufact
ured by the Steam Fitters’ Heater Company
of Collegeville. Windmills furnished and
erected, Hand Pumps supplied and placed,
and all kinds of Steam Fitting and Plumb
ing done at reasonable prices.

TheS.H.BenjaminCo.
Jobbers and Retailers of HARDWARE
PAINTS, TOOLS, AND
MILL SUPPLIES.

J . H . BOLTON,
4-4.

COLLEGEVILLE, FA.

§

No. 2 0 5 Bridge St., 1
PH<ENIXVILI,E, PA.
Both 'Phones.

J. P. STETLER, Manager.
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m In making your purchases at
V f FENTON’S STORE. Years of
experience enables the proprietor ^
As usual our stock of fall and winter H to know just what to buy, how
to buy, and how to sell the thougoods comprises an attractive variety of
sand and more articles kept in fjffe
dependable qualities a t reasonable prices. n
stock in a thoroughly equipped
general store*
^
Full assortment of

I

In DRY GOODS, GROCERIES, DRIED FRUITS, CANNED
GOODS, or in any department of
the big store on the corner you
will find what you want at the
right price.

OUTING and other FLANNELS,
and FLANNELETTES, BED
BLANKETS and COMFORTS.
UNDERWEAR for men, women and
children. Sweater Coats. .

Crockery and Glassware, Paints,
u
Oil, Putty, Hardware.

OIL CLOTHS AND LINOLEUMS.

i

Genta’ Furnishing Goods in
n
variety.

SHOES for everybody; light and heavy
wear for men and boys, and shoes for the
ladies in variety.

HORACE STORB
P O T T S T O W N , P E N N ’A
M anufacturer and D ea ler in A ll
Kinds o f A M E R IC A N and
FO R E IG N

OUR GROCERY DEPARTMENT is up
to date in varied assortments and quali
ties. Everything needed in the culinary
line at your service at the right prices.
The favors of our patrons always appreci
ated.

E. G. Brownback’s Store,
T R A PPE , PA.

#6

Ready-made Pantaloons and m
Overalls, Overshoes, and Freed’s
Boots and Shoes are among the
specialties.

HORSE BLANKETS AND ROBES,
from 75 cents to $12.

GUNS AND AMMUNITION for sports
men and other sporting goods.

AA
2S
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n

i
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IW . P. FEITOI, |
§

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

%

§

THE OLDSTAND
Established • - 1875.

FRANK W. SHALKOP,

|aUegeirills |atoy.

Also Old Granite Work Cleaned

(Successor to John S. Kepler,)

to Look Like New.

Undertaker - Embalmer

Choice Bread

TRAPPE, PA.

AND

Special attention given to cleaning
Granite Monuments, Tablets, Copings and
all kinds of cemetery work no matter of
how long standing or bow badly discol
ored. Will guarantee to restore them to
their original brightness without injuring
the Granite.

Cakes
IN VARIETY.
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection
ery always on hand. Ice Cream and Water
Ices. Special attention given to supplying
Weddings and Parties.

JO H N H . C U S T E R ,

MeCALL PATTERNS
C elebrated for style, perfect fit, sim plicity and
reliability nearly 40 years. Sold in nearly
every city a n d tow n in tbe U nited States and
C anada, o r by m ail direct. M ore sold than
any o th e r m ake. S end fo r free catalogue.

McCALL’S MAGAZINE

M ore subscribers th a n any o ther fashion
m agazine—m illion a m onth. Invaluable.^ L a t
est styles, pattern s, d ressm aking, _m illinery,
plain sew ing, fancy needlew ork, hairdressing,
etiquette, good stories, etc. O nly 50 cent9 a
year (w orth double), inclu d in g a free pattern.
Subscribe today, o r send for sam ple copy.

I will have the assistance of Daniel Shuler, 22ju.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
an undertaker of many years’ experience,
and shall spare no effort to meet the fullest
expectations of those who will entrust me to
aerve them.
Dead A nimals Removed
b f Will meet trains at all Stations. Or
F R E E O F CHARGE.
dersreeatved by telephone or telegraph. -25
I will pay $1.00 for Dead Horses and
Sales advertised in tbe I nde $1.00 for Dead Cows.
’Phone—Bell, 11-L.

are sure to attract tbe
presence of bidders and buyers.
You can let all tbe people know
WONDERFUL INDUCEMENTS
to A g e n ts. P o sta l b rin g s prem ium catalogue
what you have to sell by adver
and new cash prize offers. A ddress
THE MeCALL CO.. 238 to 148 W. 37th St. NEW YOU tising.
pendent

G eo. W . Schw eiker,
PROVIDENCE SOUARE, PA.
Poster* P rin te d «*
GETUTOUR
se I n d e p e n d e n t O ffice*

SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY

Collegeville G rist Mills.
We bare installed another new 30 H. P. water wheel, and with this additional power
we propose to do our custom work at very short notice. We are also equipped now with a
powerful Cider Press. We expect to give absolute satisfaction to those who will give us a
trial this coming apple season.
«

LARGE ASSORTMENT
O IF

Headquarters for High Grade Feeds.
We say high-grade feed because we do not see wbat is known as the secocd-grades of
Middlings, etc. Our trade demands the BEST. Our customers, who include some
the best experienced dairymen, farmers and poultry dealers of the this county, are of the
opinion that the BEST 18 THE CHEAPEST. Consequently we are governed by their

A Thanksgiving Story.

B ra n ,
of

o p in io n

O n r

S to c k

By PORTE JEFFERSON.

I n c lu d e s :

MAIZELINE,
VICTOR FEED,
WINTER WHEAT BRAN,
CORN, OATS, WHEAT,
“
“ MIDDLINGS, COTTON SEED MEAL,
LINSEED MEAL,
SHUMACHER’S GRAINS FOR CHICK8,
8UCRENE,
IDEAL CHICK FEED,
SHDMACHBR’S STOCK FEED,
CHOICE CRACKED CORN,
HEN-E-TA BONE GRITS.
FLOUR—Topton's Best, Acme, Globe, Cremo, Lily of Valley, and Graham.
SALT FOR ALL PURPOSES.
1Our prices are POSITIVELY RIGHT. Our feed must give ABSOLUTE SATIS
FACTION. Our aim is to please our customers.

F. J. C L A M E R , Proprietor.
EMIL KLAUSFELDER, Manager.

$ 3 0 W

•
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To Fit All Heads
at the Right
e

Prices.

Headquarters for the
very latest styles in head

B u y

One of Our M O D E R N
BA TH -RO O M O U TFITS

wear for Men and Boys.
Bought in large quanti
ties at the lowest figures,

Consisting of a 5 ft. Porcelain Lined Tub, a one- the prices are always
piece Enameled Washstand, and Water Closet
with Golden Oak-Seat, Lid and Tank. All fitted right to our patrons.
with Nickel-plated Supply and W aste Pipes,
complete.
I Guarantee these Fixtures first-class in every
detail and they w ill be shipped subject to the ap SPECIAL BARGAINS
proval of the purchaser before payment is required.
F. C L A M E R ,

-iis r-

C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA ,

1- 1 2 .

Carriage and Wagon Building,
Repairing o f all kinds will be
done at reasonable prices.
Rubber-Tiring a specialty.
Have now on hand for sale: 2 runabout
wagons, in good order.
1 single phaeton, just remodeled.
.1 2-seated surrey, cheap.
1 spring wagon, no-top.
Residence and Shop, Cross Key, Corner of
Ridge Pike. Respectfully yours,
R. H. GRATER,
P. O. Address, Collegeville, Pa.
Keystone ’Phone.

HOLD ON THEBE !
' Be careful not to place your orders for
.Building or other Lumber up til we have had
l chance to estimate on your wants. We
we certain to give you entire satisfaction
u to the Lumber itself and its delivery.

StLECTING THE
BR0NZ[ TURKEY,

For Fall and
Winter Wear

From Pure Worsteds in
new shades and styles

[C opyright, 1909, by A m erican P ress Asso
ciation..!

Amanda Butler cautiously opened
the door of the turkey shed and flashed
the rays.of her lantern until they fell
broadcast on the clumsy form of a
large turkey in the corner. He roused
as she approached and stretched him
self for action..
It was the work of an instant for
Amanda’s nimble fingers to flash np
to his legs, and when she darted back
there dangled from one foot a strip of
bright red flannel. When Amanda
locked the door and turned away the
victim of her craftiness was protesting
loudly against the absurdity of wear
ing red flannel In August.
Jeremiah sat on the doorstep in his
shirt sleeves, smoking a peaceful pipe.
“There,” panted Amanda as she pnt
out the lantern and sat down beside
him and fanned herself with her sunbonnet; “I’ve got one job done.”
"What’s that?” queried Jeremiah
lazily.
“Marked the Thanksgiving turkey.”
“Which one?”
“The big bronze one. I've had him
In mind for some time. He always
roosts in the shed, so I caught -him
asleep just now and tied a red rag on
his leg. I’ll shut him up come the
1st of November.”
“The big bronze turkey always roosts
in the walnut tree. That’s why 1
s’lected him for Thanksgiving dinner,”
remarked Mr. Butler deliberately. “Hiin
a-roosting out of'doors shows he has
wild tastes, and what tastes better thaD
wild turkey, I wanter knpw?”
Amanda received this unconscious
witticism on her husband’s part In
stony silence.
“Of course I mean the biggest of
them two bronze fellers.” added Jere
miah after awhile.
”1 marked the biggest,” said Amanda
acidly.
Jeremiah whistled one stanza of
“The Star Spangled Banner,” knocked
his pipe against the step and went Into

that w ill wear w ell and
give satisfaction.

Collegeville Livery and Come and inspect our
Boarding Stable
stock.

!«May Save Yon a Dollar or Two, Also.

R. M. R O O T ,

Come and see us.

W.H. GRISTOCK’S SONS

221 High Street,

P O T T ST O W N . PA.

COAL, LUMBER, FEED,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

-

THE ENTERPRISE

MARBLE lie

Railroad H ouse, C ollegeville, Pa.
First-class teams at reasonable prices.
Moving and hauling of all kinds done, as
I will have the teams to do the work.
HORSES FOR SALE AND EXCHANGE.
Give me a call.

ELMER E. ESPENSHIP, Proprietor.

—AND—

G-ranite YVorks. When in Norristown, Pa..

W alnut S treet and S ev en th
A ve., Royersford, Pa.

MBST-CLASS WORK. LOW PRICES.

THE BEST HARNESS
WADE TO ORDER.
ull stock of harness supplies, saddles,
*lnt ’ *>00*®i blankets for summer and
brooms, combs, brushes, &c.
“^AIRING OF HARNESS a specialty!
Hft„ J° cboice grade cigars. Special atten"on to box trade.

w . E .'JO H N S O N ,
PROVIDENCR SQUARE, PA
^ • R R I S T O W J f HERALD
77
BINDERY. Binding,
I
Perforating, Paging, Number!
Honoo!8^? ®<M* S for Banks and Business
bound8* j 60 8Pectel attention. Magazines
*eanlv
repairing done quickly and
^dres* —etimates cheerfully furnished.
!!_E HERALD PUBLISHING COMPANY.
ubserlfee fur Tl»e Independent.
GHT PAGES, 52 Nos., ONE DOLLAR

buy FURNITURE and H O U S E FURNISHING .GOODS you want
the style and qualities you are look
ing for and full value for your
money. Kindly remember that

The Collegeville
Furniture Store

“ PETE JONES IS COMING ABOUND TO K IU I
THE TURKEY.”

the bouse. A moment later Amanda
beard him winding the kitchen clock
preparatory to retiring for the night.
‘ IS THE PLACE TO GET STYLE,
"A woman that’s married might as
QUALITY and VALUE; where well give up trying to have her way
(Opposite Court House).
you can save the expense of trips to about anything,” murmured Amanda
discontentedly. “Just as if i didn’t
larger towns or the city and fre know that there turkey in the shed was
1 ■oQo---quently some cash besides in paying the biggest of the two! if I don’t eat
first-class Accommodations for Han
for your purchases. It is always a that turkey I’ll not eat any—so therel
and Beast.
pleasure to show goods. Our stock I’ll show Jeremiah Butler I’ve go,
some gumption if 1 am a poor, miser- i
includes various styles of Furniture, able married'woman!”
Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable.
Carpets, Mattings, Oil Cloths, and*
Having delivered herself of these sen
Both English and German spoken.
timents, Amanda felt more cheerfully j
Linoleums.
CARPETS CLEANED and RE- disposed and in her turn retired to bed,
where her husband was already breath- I
LAID. REPAIRING and UP ing loudly and harmoniously.
P. K. Gable, Proprietor.
HOLSTERING ATTENDED TO.
The next morning when she weqt out i
to feed the poultry two big bronze gob- |
biers were stalking about the yard, j
each with a rag about one leg. The I
red flanneled turkey ruffled indignantly |
60 YEARS*
every time his beady eye caught sight i
EXPERIENCE
of the objectionable co|or on his foot !
The other one gazed mournfully at a |
ptec-e of black tape that adorned his |
extremity.
Jeremiah crossed the yard with foam- j
ing pajls of milk.
“What’s that there black rag?” de
I RADE MARKS
D e s ig n s
manded Amanda angrily.
Furnishing Undertaker
C o p y r ig h t s A c .
Her husband looked quizzically at
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain on? opinion free whether an
her and, then went on. “That there
Inventto* is probably patentable. Communica
turkey is iu mourning because be's go
and Embalmer.
tions strictly confidential. H
ANDBO
O
Kon Patents
lent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.
ing to be killed for Thanksgiving din
Patents taken through Munn ft Co. receive
Orders entrusted to my charge will ner.” he said dryly.
wpecial notice, without chsJrge, in the
receive the most careful and pains
Amanda said no more, but ber plump
face grew very pink, and her smooth
taking attention.
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir
culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a
forehead was creased in an anxious
year; four months, $L Sold by all newsdealers.
frown.
John L . B ech te l,
3 6 1Broadway,
That morning the rival turkeys
Branch Office. 625 F 8t„ Washington. D. CL
C O L L E G E V IL L E , P A
fought bitterly. Whether it was the
red flannel which aroused the mourn
'Phone No. 18.
ing turkey’s gorge 1 cannot say. It is
[jf^TAll kinds of Job Print
sufficient to note that they fought fair
IfiT'The I ndependent ’s eight pages ly and th at the red flanpel gentleman
ing tastefully executed at the
contain local and general news, agri put the other to open flight. When it
Independent Office at reasona cultural notes, short stories and was all over Amanda went out and
smilingly picked up several handfuls
ble prices. You patronage will interesting miscellaneous reading of bronze feathers.
matter. A copy every week for 52
Jeremiah, who had witnessed the bat
be appreciated.
weeks, $1.00.
tle through a crack in the barn door.
STO P AT T H E

H. B. BRANDT, - Proprietor,
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grinned openly and went back to his
neglected garden.
At night a remarkable thing hap
pened. The victorious wearer of red
sought a roost In the walnut tree, while
the mourning turkey ignominously
found refuge in the shed, and, strange
to relate, he chose the very spot va
cated by his rival.
All th at summer and early fall Aman
da ~and Jeremiah avoided the subject
of turkeys. After awhile others , no
ticed that the topic was a disagreeable
one. and so it was tacitly avoided by
every one.
The first of November two bronze
gobblers nervously paced two narrow
pens. The red flannel turkey was gen
erously fed by Amanda, while the black
tape bird was as conscientiously stuff
ed by her husband.
Amanda grew nervous and irritable
as the weeks wore on toward Thanks
giving. She did not really care which
turkey she ate, for it had been a pros
perous year with them, and she was
thankful in every sense for the fullness
of their cellar and granary.- What she
really did mind was the giving in to
Jeremiah. She had always been the
one to give in, and this time—it did
seem for once as if he might let her
have her way. It was true she had her
way about everything concerning the
household, but—
She baked and boiled and stewed for
a fragrant week before the great feast
day. There would be cousins from
neighboring towns to dine with them,
and the turkey must be slain and pre
pared the day before. Such a huge
bird would be plenty for the ten who
would be present. Amanda wished
she might invite more, so that there
would be some excuse for killing both
birds, and thus cut the gordian knot
of contention without loss of dignity
to either Jeremiah or herself.
On the evening of the second day be
fore Thanksgiving, Jeremiah Butler
and Amanda sat In the warm circle cl
light cast by the reading lamp. Jere
miah was reading the connty paper,
and his wife was sewing.
Suddenly Jeremiah looked up. “Pete
Jones is coming around to kill the tur
key tomorrow morning.” he said, with
assumed carelessness. “He’ll get it ail
dressed and ready for you.”
“I’ve been thinking.” said Amanda
slowly, “that yon might as well kill
that there black tape turkey of yours.
He looks pretty well conditioned, and
he’s the biggest bird after all. 1 don’t
feel like as if I could have any con
tention this Thanksgiving. We’ve been
so prospered this year.”
Jeremiah coughed dubiously. “Aman
da.” he began rather sheepishly. “1
did kind of a fool’ thing last summer.
When you tied a rag on your turkey I
went out the next morning and
changed them rags. That’s why your
turkey went to roost with a black rag
and mine went back to his tree with a
red one. I meant it for a joke at first.
I-thought I’d have my way about kill
ing the black one, and when we was
eating it I was going to tell you it was
your bird after all, but it looks silly
now.”
“It was silly.” said Amanda ener
getically. “I about made myself sick
over them two turkeys. 1 don’t know
if I wanter eat neither one. If 1 had
known you was trying to Joke—why. 1
don’t know as I ever knew you to
make a joke, Jeremiah!”
“I never did Before;” said Jeremiah,
with a sickly smile. “I guess I won’t
again. I’ll tell Pete to kill the black
rag turkey, and then it’ll be the one
you s’lected.”
“I’d rutber have the wild flavored
one.” admitted Amanda. “I’m partial
to wild turkeys. Then it was your
rurkey that fit mine and made him run
after all.” She glanced at the bronze
feathers above the clock.
“T hat there wild one was a gamy
bird.” chuckled Jeremiah, with another
break into unconscious wit.
The D e x t day when Pete Jones came
to k i l l the t u r k e y be found Jeremiah
and Amanda busily engaged in clean
ing s i l v e r .
“Which one of them two bronze gob
blers shall I kill? One’s as fat as
t’other, and each one’s got a dirty rag
tide around his foot.”
Jeremiah looked Critically at a fork
he was polishing, and then he turned
a quizzical smile upon bis wife.
“Kill ’em both. Pete, and take one
home for yourself.”
“And whichever one it is. Pete, enjoy
it!” smiled Amanda a t her reflection in
a teaspoon.

There Are Ten Kinds on Uncle
Sam ’s Official List.
A LL ARE NOT LEGAL TENDER.
Some of the Most Imposing of the Pa
per Currency May Be Lawfully Re
fused When Offered In Payment of
an Obligation of Any Kind.
Officially there are just ten kinds of
money in circulation in the United
States. Could you name them ail offhand? Do you know which of those
besides gold coin are legal tender and
in wbat amount? It may be that “all
money looks alike to you,” but there's
a difference, aud below is the list:
Gold coins, standard silver dollars,
subsidiary silver, gold certificates, sil
ver certificates, treasury notes (1890).
United States notes (greenbacks), na
tional bauk notes, nickel coins and
bfonze coins.
Looking upon this’ formidable classi
fication of United States money as
made by the treasury department, it
becomes more formidable when it is
considered from the highly technical
point of view as a legal tender. Some
of the most imposing of the paper cur
rency is not a legal tender at all. while,
as to the minor coins, they are legal
tender in such small amounts as to
startle the average layman, it may be
well to recall to'th is la.vmao that the
term “legal tender” owes its signifi
cance to the fact that in payment of
debt or obligation of any kind it can
be forced upon the creditor “in full of
all demands.”
Gold certificates, stiver certificates
and national bank notes, of which
such enormous numbers circulate
everywhere, are not legal tender. If
you have plenty of money and if you
have forced Jones to sue you in order
to get judgment, Jones can turn down
every one of these bills tendered in
payment and force'you to dig up sotnethlng better.
Should Jones do such a thing you
might eouceive the idea of fixing him
by unloading a whole lot of silver coins
upon him. But you want to know
what you're doing there, too. for he'll
take only $10 worth of halves, quarters
and dimes, while of nickels and cop
per cents only 25 cents value Is legal
tender.
But as to the standard silver dollar,
there’s no limit upon your shoveling
them out to Jones. This old “dollar
of our dads” still is the real thing in
all business transactions unless some
clause iu a contract has provided oth
erwise. Jones may refuse the silver
certificate, but when you dig up the
metal dollar they go unquestioned at
their face value. -And 1.U0U of them
weigh 58.92 pounds.
Treasury notes of the act of 1890 ate
legal tender to their face value in pa v*
ment of ail debts, public and private,
unless expressly stipulated in the con
tract,
Strictly speaking.- the United States
notes or greenbacks are legal tender,
with the exception of duties on im
ports and interest on the public debt.
Practically, however, since the resump
tion of specie payment in 1879. green
backs have been received freely an'd
without question by the government,
though the law respecting them hasn't
been changed.
While the gold and silver certificates
are not legal tender as between indi
viduals, both issues are receivable tor
all government dues of whatever kind,
in this respect legally more acceptable
than is the greenback.
National bank notes, while not legal
tender and not receivable for duties on
imports, still may be paid by the gov
ernment for salaries and all debts of
the government except interest dues
and in redemption of national currency.
By especial enactment no foreign
coin of any kind or denomination snail
be a legal tender in the United Stales,
so that if some time the street car con
ductor does balk at the Chance Cana
dian dime Ashed from your pocket;
keep cool and dig for something that
is United St a tes. It’s your move. - Chi-,
cago Tribune.

Fun For the Boy.
“So you tried to convince your son
that he was uot too old to be subjected
to corporal discipline?”
Dilettante Alpinists
“That’s what 1 did.” answered Farm
The real Alps are not civilized. Nev
er
Corntossel. “I gave him a good
er can they be civilized. True, high
old fashioned dressln' down in the
ways have been built so that,, horse
woodshed jes' the same as if be had
and motor can go where once only the lieen ten years younger.”
guide led the way. The modern hotel
“Wbat did he do?"
is beside the clear blue lake under the
“He jes' laughed an’ said it remind
shadow of the snow clad mountain, ed him of the good times he had when
sometimes high upon a spur it has he was bein’ initiated in bis college
thrown out. You can linger ovePyour fraternity.”—Washington Star.
table d'hote listening to the orchestra,
dance all the evening, take barbs,
Where Courtesy Prevails.
stroll on the promenades at the fash
“The South Americans are very po
ionable hour and say you have “done” lite.” said the man who travels.
the Alps. Yet you (nay only have seen
“Naturally." answered Miss Cay
them miles above you and have had enne. “In some of those republics it
not even a taste of the exhilaration, is not safe to slight the humblest citi
the joy of living, that comes only to zen. There is no telling what moment
the mountaineer. Then there is an be may become president.”—Washing
other way of saying you have been an ton Star.
Alpinist—a day or so walking amid
the foothills on the lower slopes along
Marriage.
the paths that have been trodden for
“Marriage may be compared tc
centuries, worn smooth by peasant tram car," said a confirmed bacheloi
feet. Looking from some viewpoint
“Why?” asked his fair partner.
upon the valley a thousand feet below,
“Because some people are just
the visitor imagines that this is in anxions to get out of it as others :
deed mountaineering. But he does not to enter!”—Loudon Telegraph.
know he is merely going over the
pathways where the home people have
Foresight,
gone, as their fathers and forefathers
Little Willie—Say. pa, wbat is fore
went from chalet to hamlet, to sell sight? Pa—Foresight, my son, is the
their cheese or eggs, or In their Sun faculty of being around when there i3
day dresst to hear the good man of the a melon to be cut.—Chicago News.
church—and forget it all in the neigh
borly gossip after service.—Putnam’s
Circumstances are not in our powe
Magazine.
virtues are.—Farrar.

EDITORIAL COMMENTS.
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The Independent.
PU B L ISH E D EVERY THURSDAY.

jectures, presumptions and false claims of all
humanity, combined, during five thousand
37ears. And yet, one of the diversions of
credulity and ignorance is to pooh-pooh
S cien ce!

COLLEGEVILLE, MONTGOMERY CO. PA.

E. S. M oser, E d ito r a n d P ro p rie to r.

Thursday, November 11,1909.
F rom the S t Louis Post-Dispatch: The
Steel Trust has bought some breweries and
saloons to promote temperance. It can’t get
over the attack of altruism it developed about
the time it “took over” Tennessee Coal and
Iron to avert a panic.

F rom the Philadelphia Record: T he weak
spot in the forest conservation policy which
has been so successfully and wisely adopted
in this State is the failure to provide adequate
means for the prevention and the subjugation
of fires. There is no other contributory
cause of barrenness after the cutting away of
trees in our forests so hurtful as the ravage
of fire, which destroys not only t|je growth of
young trees but also the top soil or mold that
gives life to new vegetation and is the source
of recuperative vigor. Something of the rigor
with which the law punishes the malicious
burning of other forms of property should be
made to apply to careless or reckless,firing of
forest lands.

A t this writing the returns received at
Harrisburg of the vote cast for and against
the proposed amendments to,the Constitution
indicate acceptance of all except No. 7, which
H e r e is a severe indictment from the
is believed to be defeated by a considerable'
Dallas
(Texas) News: “It is dawning upon
majority.
The returns from forty-nine
the American people that the effdrt to subsi
counties have been received.
dize the ships of Mr. Morgan’s combination,
of Mr. M orse’s combination, or of other com
T h e government figures issued Monday
binations that have failed in their efforts to
placed the quality of corn at 84.2 and the in
double freight rates upon the ‘man who pays
dicated total yield at 2,767,316,000 bushels.
the freight,’ is no less than an audacious at
The average crop for the past five years, up
tempt on the part of tariff-made monopolists
to and including 1908, was 2,673,000,000
to take advantage of their own wrong. It is
bushels and the yield per acre 27.6 bushels.
simply a scheme to further utilize privilege
The trade had been expecting a crop of
as a means of destroying competition and
2*800,000,000 bushels.
thus doing away with low ocean freights. Dis1
honesty and greed, culminating in the pror
F rom the New York Journal of Com tective tariff and in other direful means of
merce: There appears to be a considerable privilege, have driven us off the ocean and,
group of Senators, with Aldrich at their head, through the manipulations of ambitious demwho arrogate to them selves a superior w is agogues, have actually placed a great and
dom in matters of legislation and government powerful people at the mercy of a few con
administration which they feel entitled to im scienceless masters. None but the blind can
pose upon the country regardless of the fancy that more of the same sort of privilege
w ishes of the people.
and government-made monopoly can be ex-,
peeted to benefit the people, whom it is de
F rom the New York Sun : “The whole signed to rob.”
political weight and force of the Republican
political machine (of which the New York
Dir e c t o r M c Do w ell might, with the
Custom House is an integral part) is now gracious permission of Sir Thompson, set
concentrated on the defense of the Sugar him self about finding out bow much daylight
Trust, on commuting the penalties which it- during the past six months the Steward at
eannot wholly evade, and affording it the op the County Horae has actually devoted to his
portunity to settle With the United States official duties and how much; of the same kind
Treasury by disgorging $2,000,000 when it of light he has Utilized upon his v isits .to
had stolen $30,000,000.’’
Royersford and other local political centres
in furtherance of bis popularity as “one of
I n M assachusetts the Democrats waged the boys” who do things to strengthen Sir
war upon the Rayne-Aid rich tariff and nom Thompson’s political sub-dynasty. If Mr,
inated Mr. Foss, a leader of the reciprocity McDowell finds him self in want of convincing
and low-tariff Republicans. The result was evidence and finds him self in a mood'torecogthat Governor Draper was re-elected by 8000 nize evidence and act upon it when be sees
instead of the 60,000 he got last year. Lieu it, perhaps be can g et a little gratuitous as
tenant Governor Frothinham was re-elected sistance within hailing distance of the County
by less than 7000 over Mr. Foss, though last Home. If public office is to become recog
year be bad a majority of 90,000. The Demo nized as merely a “ public snap” for those
crats have gained several seats in the L egis who can holler the loudest and “ whoop’er up”
lature and even entertain some hope of dis most strenuously, during campaigns, the tax
lodging Lodge from the Senate two years payers of the county should become ac
hence.
quainted with the fact.
Furthermore, the
voters of Upper Providence, Lower Provi
T uesday afternoon four maniacs in an dence, Royersford, and some contiguous ter
automobile came down the Main street grade, ritory, might devote a little time to the mat
swept over the railroad crossing and on to ter of ascertaining the secret of the hy pnotic
ward the old bridge at the rate of at least 75 influence of Sir Thompson, who bolds down
miles an hour. The outrageous, taurderous the cbair of chief in the office of United States
speed of the ear was such that it was impossi D istrict Attorney (a Federal position, fat
ble to discern the number on the tag, and the salary attached) in Philadelphia, and sways
reason why one or more persons were not the political sceptre in th e districts noted as
maimed or killed outright was because there a matter of diversion, and perhaps of helpful
happened to be but few teams on the highway ness in securing further honors and emolu
at the time. The maniac who guided that ments for him self and—bis man Friday.
auto deserves a long term either in an asylum
or in a penitentiary.
U p in Schuylkill county the people do not
approve of ballot-box frauds. They elected a
A n t i -toxin , distributed free by th e Com Democratic candidate six years ago by 600
monwealth through the State Health Depart plurality. At the recent election they defeated
ment, helped saye the lives of nearly all of a candidate for Sheriff, who represented one
15,429 persons, mostly all little children, who B o ss Leib, by about 4,000 majority. Down in
Philadelphia the thugs who interfere with
had been attacked with diphtheria from Oc the elective privileges of decent citizens and
tober, 1905, to January, 1908. Of this num brow-beat and send to jail those who dare to
ber, 14,080 recovered, giving the remarkably stand up for honest voting and honest count
low death rate of 8.74 per cent. The parents ing are still in the swim of popularity;
of three thousand of little children thus At present a great many people are watching
treated were too poor to pay for anti-toxin. and wondering what D istrict Attorney Rotan is
going to do with the scoundrels who outraged
During the same period 10,253 persons, again public decency and law in helping to elect
nearly all little children, who had been ex him. He did some loud talking before the
posed to diphtheria, were immunized with election as to the manner in which be had
State anti-toxin. All but 161 were fully pro discharged the duties of his office. He now
tected and of those who did contract the dis has a special opportunity to write him self
down as a faithful public servant, or a bluff
ease only, thirteen, fatal cases resulted. A ing sycophant of the wretchedly pernicious
powerful argument in favor of anti-toxin, the influence that shields crooks, political heelers,
preparation of which .is one of many achieve and the scabs who exercise official power to
ments of scientific investigation and the override, overawe, and jail decent and lawpractical application of scientific knowledge— abiding citizens. Mr. Rotan has a great
the kind of knowledge that has done more to bet opportunity to stand before his community
as a man of moral courage; also the oppor
ter human conditions than has been accom tunity to pose as a coward and shyster.
plished by all the assumed knowledge, con Which?

CUT G IRL UP, HE S A Y S
“ Herb Doctor”' Confesses Manslaughter In Revolting Crime.
Taunton, Mass., Nov. 10.—While the
attorney for “Professor" Frank L.
Hill, the Fall River herb doctor, who
pleaded guilty to an indictment oi
manslaughter in connection with the
Tiverton suit caser mystery, was mak
ing a statement in the nature of a
confession, reporters in Fall Rivei
found in a spot Indicated In the con
fession the head of the victim, which
completed the dlsmerqjrered body ol
the missing young woman, Miss Ame
lia St. Jean.
Hill’s attorney told the court that
Miss St. Jean died in HilVs office as a
result of her own act, after Hill had
refused to give her the surgical reliel
which she sought.
Terrified, the lawyer said, Hill dis
membered the body and disposed of it.
The torso and limbs he scattered
along the Bulgarmairsh road in Tiver
ton, while the head was wrapped in a
black skirt and thrown into the bush
es near St. Patrick’s cemetery fin Fall
River.
The maximum sentence for man
slaughter in this state is twenty years'
imprisonment.

Beautiful Moire Messaline
Suitable for Waists, Linings and Trimmings, in all
Shades, including the new colorings: Wisteiia, Catawba,
Melon, Apricot, Light Blue, Pink, Garnet, Black, White,
Cream, Navy Blue, Green, at $1 Per Yard.

AT $1.00, $1.25 and $1.50.

A N ew Line of Fancy Silks
ror tvimonas, j.amDerqums, jhtc., at 7 5 C . ana 8 5 c ,
in all-over patterns and bordered effects.

MINERS IMPRISONED
BEHINDWALLOFFIRE
Explosion Starts Blaze Thai
Prevents Escape.
.Wiljces-Barre, Pa.,- Nov. 10.—Shut in
behind a fire which is burning in th«
Auchingloss mine, of the Delaware,
Lackawanna & Western company, six
miles south of this city, are from four
to five men, while one .other has been
taken out dead and one fatally burned,
’f here is little hope of reaching . the
men who are behind the fire in Ume
to save them, unless they have .man
aged to get some distance away from
the blaze through other workings.
There was a severe explosion ol
gas in the Ross vein in the No. 1
shaft at the mine, which is one of the
deepest in the anthracite region, and
this explosion set fire to a section ol
the workings. The flames spread ra
pidly, and were quickly beyond con
trol of the men working in the vein al
the time. Anthony.Protokos, who wat
badly injured by the explosion, was
caught in the flames and so severely
burned that he died while the rescuer*
were taking him out, and Charles Keukas, a fellow workman, was so badly
burned that there is but little hop«
for his recovery.
Rescuers, who dashed for the scene
as soon as they heard the explosion.,
were just able to reach these two men
before the flames drove them back
and they were unable to discovei
whether the explosion involved the
four or five others known to be behind
the fire or not. The officials believe
however, that these entombed men
were so far from the explosion thai
they were not injured, but express
grave fears th at they will be unable
to reach them before they are suffo
cated or burned by the flames.

W A G ES

VS.

ffirend linger'd
J
N O R R I S T O W N , p tq.

Idle
D ollars

YOU WANT TO BUY
SELL BEAU ESTATE
it is an easy matter to inquire of us and
we will certainly be pleased to give your
inquiry immediate attention. If we don’t
succeed in doing business with you tbe
loss is ours, not yours. ;■
Are good only for their face value.
BROWN, CLOUD & JOHNSON,
Dollars at work earning interest are
39 E. Main Street,
servants making more dollars. Put
Norristown, Pa.
your idle money' to work and keep it
busy. The

Collepie Rational Bank,
Safe, conservative, and with a stead
ily growing volume of business affords
you the opportunity te keep your
dimes and dollars bustling and in
creasing your income.
3 PER CENT, paid on Time De
posits.
2 PER CENT, on Active Accounts.
This bank appreciates the favors
of its patrons and persists in giving
the best service to all. -

Grows Seedless Apples.
Georgetown, Del., Nov. 10. — The
first seedless apples ever grown in
this part of the state were brought to
town by Frank Rogers, who gathered
them from his young orchard near
Shortley. The yield w a s. very small
on account of the wet spring and the
tenderness of the trees.
Murdered Girl Foynd In Alley.
Cairo, 111., Nov. 10.—Annie Pelley.
a clerk in a dry goods store,.was mur
dered here. Children found her naked
and mutilated body in an alley. She
had been choked to death and made
the victim of an assault.

AMATEUR
OR EXPERT
WHICH \VII.I. KXECIJTE
YOUR WILL ?
Your best friend bas never
done It befoif—we have made
It onr special business for yearn*

The selection of Cbristmas Gifts
started here the latter part of J udc.
Six months before needed. Since
then we’ve laid Gifts aside. Just a
trifle deposited on anything you see
here will reserve them for Christmas
time.
Try this plan this season and see
how you like it.

LIVIN G

Eastern Railroads May Grant Em
ployes’ Demands For Increase.
New York, Nov. 10. — Conferences
are being held here by railway offi
cials to discuss the request of em
ployes of the eastern railroads foi
higher wages. These demands are
based on the high cost of living, and
the consensus of opinion among rail
way officers is to grant an increase
in pay; but as small an increase as
possible. That^ course is considered
the only alternative of upsetting the
improvement being shown in gross
earnings.
It was also learned; th a t employes
of western roads were preparing a
higher wage scale to submit to their
employers. The demand for higher
wages, both in the east and west, are
coming from all departments of labor.
There has been practically no
change in the wages of railway em
ployes since the autumn of 1906, when
the Pennsylvania granted an increase
of 10 per cent. That increase was subsequenUy granted by all of the roads.

W HEN
OR

J. D. S A L L A D E ,
JEWELER AND OPTICIAN,

16 E. Main Street,

N O R R IS T O W N *
Opposite Public Square.

If-A lieva Brothers
Who have the largest Tailor Shop
in Norristown,
---- HAYS OPENED A -----

Penn Trust Co.
Norristown, Pa.

Kuhnfs Bakery,
Collegeville, Pa*

F irst - C lass Bread,
Cakes, Pies,
Candies, Etc.
ICE CREAM—ALL FLAVORS. I am
thankful to the public for patronage re
ceived and hope to merit a continuance of
the same.
CHARLES KUHNT.

Insore Yotir Horses

against loss by death from disease or accldent in the L O W E R PROVIDENCE
MUTUAL LIVE STOCK INSURANCE CO.
Fnll amount of appraisement paid when low
occurs.
I. Z. REINER, President.
JOHN W. BARRY, Sec’y, Eagleville.
WM. H. BOUD, Treasurer, Audubon.
ABOVE POST - OFFICE,
Appraisers:
And are now Ready to RENO
THEO.
DETWILER,
Eagleville; H. H.
VATE: CLOTHING IN A
ROBISON, Collegeville; W. E. BEAN.
FIRST-CLASS
Trooper; JAMES A. MORGAN, 61 E*»
MANNER.
Penn St., Norristown.
We do altering, repairing, relining, clean
ing, pressing, scouring, French dry clean J1ULL STOCK. OF
ing, and steam -dyeing, of all kinds of
ladies.’ and genta’ cfothes a t a very reason
able rate< and guarantee to dp first-class
work! We also;)Siakftr;'iu{W5to >i6i'der. to
the very latest stylet Goods called for Latest styles, lowest prices. Ladies’
and delivered, .
SjJjjtftVd.s -;itions are being closed out at greatly re
duced prices.

Branch Shop in Collegeville

Gents’ Furnishing Goods,

ALLEVA BROTHERS, ClRfjevflle, Pa. Mrs. Frances Barrett’s*
P. O. Box, 30. * Bell ’Phone, No. 26-A.
Ma in 8 t ., N ear Station ,
OOLLEOF VILLA*

Automobile Painting
and Repairing

Woman Killed by Train. '
East Islip, L. I., Npy. 10. — While
riding a bicycle over the Carlton ave
nue crossing of the Long Island' rail AUTOMOBILES TO HIRE. LOT OF
road here, Mrs. Annie Cidulke, of this
CARRIAGES for sale at reasonable
place, was struck by an eastbound
prices, including oae new surrey.
passenger train apd Instantly killed.

Send model,sketch or p h o to of inY t^tionfo1
free report on patentability. For free
: HowtoSe°ureT R A D E . M A R |( S

NEW PIANOS of best makes from $160
Forbes Appointed Governor General. upward. Pianos for rent.
te U. S. Patent 0ffi«9
Washington, Nov. 10.—Secretary ol
SHINGTON D.C.
War Dickinson signed the commission HENRY YOST, JR., Collegeville, Pa.
o< W. Cameron Forbes, of Massachu
setts, as governor general of the PhilAdvertise Yonr Sales !■ ***
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$25,000,000 FOR
I Men’s F urnishing Goods ! I PUBLIC BENEFIT

WE HAVE THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF THE BEST GRADES OF
WEARABLE AND DEPENDABLE FURNISHING &OQD8 FOR
MEN AND BOYS TO BE FOUND IN NORRISTOWN.
Usderwear, Hosiery, Neckwear, Neglige Skirts, Collars, Knit Jackets, or anything
you are looking for, and all at the right prices. Any one of oar thousand UMBRELLA3
will keep you dry in a rainstorm. COME AND INSPECT OUR STOCK.

W I M I . ZE3Z. O - I L B E R T ,
132 WEST MAIN STREET,

1M8.

N O R ^ S T O W N , PA.

Reductions in Furniture.
Nolld Oak Bedroom Suites Reduced from 325 to 320; 330 to
fji5; 340 to 335. Buy your furniture uow and save dollars.
Solid Chain Rag Carpet, from 45 to 65 ('cuts per yard. ^
Great Reduction in Prices in Dinnerware.

.

Remember our W*DE-TO*ORDER SUITS for Men aud Boys.

KU1P & MOYER,

GRATERFORD, PA.

Dealers in STORE GOODS of Every Description.
STANDARD AND DOMESTIC SEWING MACHINES FROM $20 to $40.

of Inquiries

If

FOR FARMS !
you wish to sell send
us word.
GOTW ALS & BEY ER ,

55E. Main St

NORRISTOWN, PA.

J A. MOONEY,
, (FORM ERLY

OF

N O R R IS T O W N ,)

Blacksmith-Horseshoer
G R A T E R FO R D , PA.
Shoeing of road and track horses a
•pecialty. First-class new and repair
'vork in all branches of blacksmithing, at
Popular prices.
Your patronage solicited.
425-301.

henry

.

g

f ly

,

CRATERSFORD, PA.
BEEF, VEAL,
MUTTON,
PORK, and
all kinds o f
Dressed
Poultry.
Swved in COLLEGE VILLE every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.
at. Pay 8c* per pound for veal calves and
c*extra for delivery.
^tter< poultry and eggs, &c. supplied.
ail orders promptly attended to.

k e y s t o n e

M A Brick and Tile Works,
RO YERSFO RD,
PRICE LIS’
Sgfc Wte, 4 inch, 8X ce
Sower Pipes, 6inches,8
!
8
“ is
‘ 10
30
“ 15
“ 40

B,

“ 20

“ 5C

g i l d i n g Blocks, 8x20 in
ReinflDg ? rick- *8 and $

C a np ? ^ Feoce P°sts,

^wnr v^°UK^ ’ *l-°° P*31
Edison^8

SUls’ 25 c

tel net 1 F ortland Cement

Circulars free.

,

Be

pa
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He Who Has Knowledge and He Who
Gambles on Gossip.
Of the many popular delusions touch
ing Wall street and its people none is
more persistent or, more dangerous to
the outsider than the belief that from
nothing great permanent fortunes have
been made by shrewd and lucky spec
ulation In prices. It isn’t true. We
differentiate here between speculation
In prices only and tbe kind of legiti
mate speculation which seeks to antici
pate great economic changes. Legiti
mate speculation bas its translation
into prices, too. but it takes, first, origi
nal capital in some reasonable propor
tion to tbe profits expected and. sec
ondly. tbe treatm ent of exceptional
opportunity with correct imagination.
Its risks a t best are very large. Among
onr Wall street acquaintances are sev
eral hard beaded men who succeed in
making $25,000 a year b.v speculation.
Not one of them bas a capital of less
than $250,000. They make it earn
about 10 per cent.
Take Blank, one of the ablest specu
lators we know. H e has made half a
million dollars during the past five
years. Very handsome return, you
say. Let us look at Blank. He was
the chief accountant of one of the big
railway systems when an uncle, dying,
left him $20,000. Mind you. he was an
expert railway statistician and an ex
ceptionally able young man to boot.
He knew his own road like a book, as
well as some other things that only the
directors were aware of. The stock of
the system looked Cheap to him, and
he used bis $20,000 to margin 4.000
shares. A bull market was beginning,
and witbin a month or two Blank’s
capital had increased to $60,000. He
was content with a ten point rise,
though the stock advanced ten points
more. That was the first of Blank’s
deals. Twelve . months later be won
again. He thought that the stock of
a certain western syste.m was selling
below its value and set about an in
vestigation to find the facts. He hired
a first class engineer and a retired traf
fic manager to travel from one end ef
that railroad,to the other, and be him
self analyzed the accounts. When all
the reports were in it seemed to him
that tbe system was earning enough
money to justify an increase of its
dividend, and he plunged once more.
He waited six months for his point
this time, and his investigation bad
cost him $5,000. He made $50,000.
Good interest, you say, but thiDk of
Blank’s special equipment for the
game and the' trouble he took to be
right. You. Mr. Tbinmarginlst. after
reading the Wall street gossip in your
daily paper, adventure your thousand
or two thousand dollars and expect t o '
double your money. Mark the differ
ence.—John Parr in Everybody’s Mag
azine.

Mr. Brown raised an alarm at once,
but it was more than an hour before
Dobson was sufficiently revived to give
even a meager description of the man
who struck him down.

n

HYPNOTIST HELD WILL APPEAL
FOR MAN’S DEATH CONTEMPT CASE

Lone Robber Gets $2000.
A masked bandit, working alone,
stole $2000 in cash from the home of
Schuyler Ranier, seventy-two years
old, a wealthy farmer,, residing near
Florence, N. J.
The crime has baffled the police by
its desperate boldness. Although the
Ranier homestead is less than a half
mile from the Florence postoffice, and
fronts on a much frequented public
road, the robber, after locking the aged
housekeeper of the farmer in her
room, dynamited the big safe, which
Fifty-five institutions In All Parts of has been Ranier’s bank for years, the
Persists That Man Is Still In a Cats
the United States and Five Abroad storehouse at times for as much as
$25,000 in gold.
leptic State, But Efforts of Physi
to Benefit With Large Bequests.
Mrs. Jane Nickson, nearly seventy
cians and Hypnotist to Rouse Him
John Stewart Kennedy’s will, which years old, and the sole occupant of the
Fails.
was filed in New York, disposes of an farmhouse when the masked robber
estate estimated at $60,000,000 value, entered, is in a critical condition from
Somerville, N. J., Novi 10.—In a lit
of which about $25,000,000 is be the shock of the struggle with the tle rough finished room in the base
queathed for the public benefit, being bandit
ment of the Somerset county hospital
distributed among various religious,
an attempt was made by the methods
Found Gun; Kills Brother.
education and charitable institutions. of the hypnotist to resuscitate the
While going home from school at hypnotic subject, Simpson, who had
The executors of the will are the
Delmar,
Del.,
Logan
and
Roger,
the
testator’s wife, Emma B. Kennedy, who
apparently died while under hypnotic
survives him; his nephews, William young sons of Calvin Pol lit, a well- influence. On some rough planks, rais
Stewart Todd and Robert Eliot Tod, known farmer of Loretto, found a ed to a table’s height, lay the body—
and Mr. De Forest, whom the testator shotgun, supposedly left by a hunter. living or dead—of the man Simpson,
Logan, six years old, picked up the whose means of livelihood had been as
describes as his friend.
After quoting the estimated value gun and, pointing it at his brother, a subject for the showman-hypnotist
of the estate at “about $60,000,000,” Roger, nine years old, pulled the trig Arthur Everton.
Mr. De Forest said: “Broadly speak ger. The, entire contents of one barrel
Everton is in jail, charged with
ing, Mr. Kennedy leaves a little more was emptied into the lad’s stomach.
homicide, and persisted in his declara
The little fellow then picked np the tion that Simpson was not dead, but
than one-quarter qf his entire estate
* to his wife, a little more than one- bleeding body, and after carrying it was yet in a cataleptic condition, in
quarter to relatives and friends, and to his home, fainted from grief. Upon which the hypnotlzer had placed him
he gives something less than one-half a doctor’s arrival he pronounced Roger for exhibition purposes. Everton had
to various religious, charitable, benev dead.
begged the authorities th at his friend
olent and ' educational institutions,
and some time instructor, W. E. Dav
To
Demand
Higher
Wages.
about sixty in all, five of which are
enport, of Newark, be sent for and be
Thomas L.’ Lewis, president of the allowed to attempt to revive Simp
abroad.”
Cooper Union gets $20,000; the Na United Mine Workers of America, in son. This earnest request of the hyp
tional Academy of Design,'$20,000; the dicated in an interview given out at notist the authorities after consulta
University of Glasgow, "where from Pittsburg that the miners will make tion decided to grant.
my infancy^ I resided until I came to a stand for higher wages in the spring,
Mr. Davenport first applied his eat
this country,” says the testator, $100,* Mr. Lewis declared that work at the to the body as If listening for heart
000; the Tiiskegee institute (Booker mines 1$ improving and bound to con-! beats. Then he slightly opened the
T. Washington’s), $100,000, and the tlnue so. He also expressed his confi eyes of the man and, bringing his own
Syrian Protestant college at Beirut, dence of re-election to the presidency eyes close to them, looked into them
of the organization, explaining that intently. Davenport was manifestly
$ 26 , 000 .
Seven of the country’s colleges re about two locals have nominated him sincere in what he was doing. His
ceive $100,000 each, namely: Yale. against every one th at named his op manner affected all those who silently
Amherst, Williams, Dartmouth, Bow- ponent, William Green, Of Ohio;:
watched him. The little room was in
doin, Hamilton and the Hampton Nor
absolute silence as Davenport again
mal school. Ten of the educational In
Killed In Pennant Rush.
applied first his ear, then tbe tips of
stitutions receive $50,000 each, these
Ray Graham, twenty years old, died his fingers over the motionless heart.
being Lafayette, Wellesley and Ober- from injuries which he received in a Next he bent his head down low over
lin colleges, Barnard college and the rush following the raising of a school the head above the black cloth, placed
Teachers’ college in this city, Elmira pennant after a football game at Red his lips close to an ear of the body he
college, Northfield seminary, the ML Cedar park between the East High sought to revive, and said, sharply and
Vernon Boys’ school at Gill, Mass.; and the tVest High school teams of eagerly: “Bob!”
Anatolia college, at Marsovon, Tur Waterloo, Iowa.
It was a trained voice, the voice of
key, this latter bequest being made for
In the scrimmage incident to the a man drilled to shock or command
the college to the American board of raising of the pennant to the flagstaff, the senses, and it startled without
commissioners for foreign missions, Graham sustained an injured to his moving the intent group of watchers..
and Berea college in Kentucky.
right teinple. He became delirious. He “Bob! Your heart!”
The American board of commission was the son of a widowed mother.
There was another silence as tense
ers for foreign missions receives also
ly dramatic as the mind can imagine.
$20,000 for the American school at
Raise For Coke Workers.
Then followed the words: ‘.‘Bob! Your
^Smyrna. Lake Forest university, 111.,
An ^advance in wakes of about 15*4 heart! Your heart is beating!”*
and Central school, Danville, Ky., each per cent by the H. C. Frick Coke com
If after the sound/of the operator’s
receive $25,000.
pany,0 the fuel end of the United voice the subject’s eyelids had moved,
“Mr. Kennedy’s residuary estate,” States: Steel corporation, is booked as it seemed as if none there would have
said Mr. De Forest, “is divided into a Christmas gift to three thousand been greatly surprised. But there was
sLty-four parts, of which Mrs. Ken employes. The news has leaked out no motion.
nedy receices 16, Mr. Kennedy’s rela of the Pittsburg offices in the shape
But the operator eagerly felt again
tives 17, and public institutions 3. In of a semi-official announcement. An over the heart and again listened, and
addition to the one-sixty-fourth of his increase of sixteen cents on the pres then again spoke into the unhearing
residuary estate given to Mrs. Ken ent estimated production cost of $1.04 ear:
nedy, she.-receives his city residence, per ton .of coiie is the arrangement to
“Bob! Listen! Hear what I say.
6 West Fifty-seventr street; his coun be submitted.
our heart! Your heart is beating!”
try residence at Bar Harbor, and $1>
There was no response, no move
Fairbanks Shaves His Beard.
000,000 in cash.
ment of the eyelids, no fluttering of
Charles
Warner
Fairbanks,
former
“It is estimated that each sixtythe heart, and Davenport motioned to
fburth part of the residuary estate will vice president of th e ' United States, the manager under whom Everton had
have a value of Approximately $750,- has shaved off his whiskers. Photo exhibited last week. He stepped to the
graphs of Mr. . Fairbanks taken in side of the body and repeated the
000.”
Japah, Just received in Washington, phrases Davenport had used. After
Mrs. Astor Wins Divorce Suit.
show th a t, he , has discarded the
In the space of one minute by the chin beard which he wore for so long. that -Davenport pressed upon the
clock and w ithout' once mentioning The deed was committed after he left breast as if artiflcally to sta rt a move
of the heart and then spoke into
the names-of either John Jacob Astor, this country for the Orient. Mr. Fair ment
the other ear.
the millionaire social leader or of his banks retained his moustache.
“Bob!” Now there was an accent of
wife, Mrs. Ava Willing Astor, Jus
pleading. “Bob! You hear me;! Your
Football Causes Another Death,
tice Mills in New York granted an
Harry Huston, nineteen years old, heart is moving!”
interlocutory decree ’of divorce to
Dr. Long, the county physician, then
the latter and signed an order sealing is dead from heart failure as the re
spoke
to him. “Do you think that man
sult
of
over-evertlon
during
a
foot
the papers So that the pnblic shall
ball game at Crawfordsville, Ind. is dead?” he asked.
know nothing of the case.
“I think he is dead,” Davenport re
The great wealth of the litigants He suffered fainting spells after a plied.
and the astuteness and diplomacy of scrimmage and complained of pains in
The autopsy was performed by
the lawyers engaged on both, sides the region of his heart. Other players
County Physician William H. Long,
combined to make the Astor divorce assisted him from the gridiron. Hus
assisted by Dr. A. U- Stillwell, and the
one of the most remarkable court pro ton succumbed a few minutes later.
result showed that death had been
ceedings ever witnessed in . the state,
caused by rupture of the aorta, the
Sulphur
Bath
Stampedes
Buffalo.
if not in the country.
Made, furious at being dipped in a main artery of the heart.
The name of tbe case was not call*
The physicians declared th at the
ed, and the procedure was so swift sulphur bath to kill the ticks on them,
and mysterious as regarded the iden a herd of thirty-six buffalo stampeded rupture could have been brought
tity of the two principals that the peo on Frank Rockefeller’s ranch, near about by a serious strain, but they gave no definite opinion on the nature
ple crowding the courtroom did not, Belvidere, Kan., and are now scattered of
the strain.
know , that the divorce had beerr over Kiowa county. Five horsffes were
used In pursuing one bull, whose value
granted.
It is said that, the court has ordered is $1500, but he is still at large.
ST O LE JEW ELR Y OF DlfAD
that Mrs. Astor is to have custody of
Old Man Caught In Fire.
Muriel Ava Alice Astor, her seven. William Hay, seventy-five years old,
year-old daughter, and Colonel Astor who resided with his son, Edward Late Sandy Hill Millionaire’s Grave
Opened by Robbers.
will take charge of Vincent, the son, Hay, about two miles above Reeders,
Glens Falls, N. Y„ Nov. 10.—The
who is at present cruising with his Pa., met death when the house In
police of this city and neighboring
father on the yacht Nourmahal in
which he slept was destroyed by fire, towns are on the lookout for grave
West Indian waters.
tbe aged man being caught In the robbers who opened the grave of J.
Mrs. Astor’s friends say that she flames.
13dward Howland, a Sandy Hill mil
will probably make her home abroad
lionaire, who died a few months ago,
after the final settlement Of the di
Boy of Ten Sent to Prison.
aqd took from the body several valu
vorce proceedings. The same friends
Cyril St. Armand, of Thurso, Ont., able pieces of jewelry.
say that Colonel Astor agreed to settle ten years old, was sentenced to sTx
$10,000,000 on his wife in lieu of ali years in jail for horse stealing. When
mony.
eight years old he was convicted of an Women Voted; Men Contest Election.
attempt to wreck a Canadian Pacific
Asbury Park, N. J., Nov. 10.—Wom
Fells Cashier; Escapes With $14,165. railway train.
en’s votes are to form the basis of a
After striking down William Dob
bins, the cashier in the office of tire Grew 227 Bushels Corn on One Acre. suit to upset the legality of a recent
Canadian Express company, at Niag
J. F. Butts grew 227 bushels of corn school election held at Bradley Beach.
ara Falls, Ont.; with a piece of Iron on one acre near Raleigh. N. C., ac Opponents of woman suffrage main
pipe, a lone man vaulted the counter cording to an official state report. ‘ tain that more women’s than men’s
and made off with a package contain This is saaid to break the record in votes were cast for an $85,000 issue of
school bonds recently, and that the
ing $14,165 in cash. He had a confed this country.
issue was carried against the best
erate, who stood outside the door, and
judgment of the men.
New Station For Baltimore.
the two disappeared down the street.
All efforts on the part of the police to
The Pennsylvania Railroad company
locate the pair have thus far been has decided to build a new passenger 1
Pythian Knights Expelled.
futile.
,■»
station in Baltimore, to .cost about $1.* !
Indianapolis, Ind:, Nov. 10—Six com
The first that was known of the rob- 000.000. The new station will be on the
panies of the first regiment of Indiana
oery was when Bruce Brown, the site of the present union terminal.
uniformed rank, Knights of Pythias,
agent in charge of the office, entered
and the colonel of fhe regiment, Frank
Lone Robber Loots Bank.
the office to get the waybills and pack
A lone robbed held up Arthur Du Shellhouse, of this city, have been ex
age of money. He found Dobbins un
conscious on the floor back of t b ; Chateau, teller at the Farmers’ Ex pelled from the Order by Brigadier
counter; with blood flowing .from a change bank at Green Bay,' Wis., and General Wilson on the charge of la
subordination.
saving wound back of his right ear. escaped with about $1000.

Amazing Bequests in Will of
Johns. Kennedy, of New York.

Put Simpson to Sleep fiat Federation ol Labor Backs Up
Couldn’t Awaken Him.
Their Three Leaders.

$35,000,000 TO RELATIVES

CHAR6ED

WITH

HOMICIDE GALL TRIAtL UNCONSTITUTIONAL
Council In Session at Toronto De
nounce Trial Without a Jury as
Deprivation of Priceless Heritage.
Toronto, Nov. 10.—If Samuel Gompers, Vice President John Mitchell and
Secretary Frank Morrison, of the
American Federation of Labor, event
ually have to serve Jail sentences for
contempt of court, it will not be due
to lack of support from trades un
ionism.
The executive council of the feder
ation recommended to the annual con
vention that an appeal be taken to
the United States supreme court, both
in th.e Bucks Stove and Range com
pany’s injunction case and in the con
tempt proceedings growing out of it.
That the convention will ratify the
recommendation seems certain, and:
that the three labor leaders and the+r
fellow officers will be re-elected for
another year is predicted.
Report concerning the Gompers trial
in part read:
“We recommend that an appeal be
taken from the decision rendered in
both the original injunction as wpll as
the contempt case growing out of it.
We cannot permit these decisions to
go unchallenged. They affect funda
mental rights, and either the courts or
congress must safeguard them.
. “It should be borne in mind that in
these proceedings Messrs. ’ Gompers,
Mitchell and Morrison did not have
the. constitutional right of trial by
Jury. All the circumstances in thi3
case go to prove that conviction would
not have followed if the case had been
submitted on its merits to a jury of
their peers. We hold that, excepting
where contempt is in the presence of
the court, the liberty of no citizen
should be committed to the keeping of
any one man, regardless of who h j
may be or what position he may V»1 1;
on the contrary, we hold that a citiz-n
charged with violating an injunc’icn,
the penalty of which involves imor’sonment, should have the same legcl
right to a trial by jury that is always
accorded to a person charged with
violation of the criminal law. To dery
the right of trial by jury is to take
from the people the protection and
priceless heritages which were secured
by them After centuries of persever
ance, struggle, sacrifice, exile amd even
martyrdom.
“Whatever differences of opinion
may exist among men as to any con-'
troversies between labor and capital,
no good citizen of our country who
treasures freedom can rest secure un
til trial by jury becomes so well re
cognized and so firmly established in
our legal jurisprudence that no man
will ever again attempt to deny this
essential and historic right.”
The council also recommended that
organized labor take appropriate ac
tion looking toward' the naming of
suitable citizens to fill vacancies that
may occur in the supreme court of
the United States in the lesser fed
eral courts.

EIGHT D IE A S BARK S IN K S
Collision Between Barkentine and
Schooner Ends Fatally.
New York, Nov. 10. — Eight lives
were lost in the collision between the
barkentine John S. Bennett and an un
known schooner, off Block Island.
Reports of the disaster were
brought here by the' schooner W’d/ain
Jones, which picked up two Filipino
sailors. Both the barkentine and the
schooner sank after the collision.
The Bennett-left here Friday bound
for Halifax, laden with coal. LittLe
could be learned from the Filipinos,
who could not ’ speak English. They
sqid they, had shipped here on the
Bennett.
»
Now $20,000,000 Bridge Is Weak.
New York, Nov. 10.—Signs of weak
ness are said to be appearing in the
land spans of the new $20,000,000 Wil
liamsburg bridge, opened in 1903, and
it is reported that Bridge Commis
sioner Stevenson will ask for an ap
propriation of $500,000 to strengthenrit. No fears are expressed that the
bridge will collapse, but traffic will ba
suspended temporarily.
Thirteen-Year-Old Girl a Robber.
York, Pa., Nov, 10.—Charged with
robbing a house, thirteen-year-old Adaline Kenny was arrested by Detective
Fickes. The child confessed taking a
gold watch and other valuables from
the home of George Yessler. She was
committed to jail.
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FARM AND GARDEN.

8
COMPARISONS OF CLIMATE.
Some In Both Hemispheres Are Quite
Similar.
When two regions on different hemi
spheres possess similar climates there
is nearly always a similarity in their
native vegetation, gnd it is a demon
strated fact th at many of tbe plants
native to one of the regions find them
selves perfectly at borne' in the other.
FO RESTS FOR UNCLE SAM.
California conditions are markedly
Gifts to Enable the Government to similar to those of the Mediterranean
8ave Big Trees.
region, so that it is no surprise to find
One of the most public spirited gifts more than fifty plants from -the latter
ever made to tbe government came region that thrive in California with
during tbe year from William Kent of
marvelous vigor. It is conservatively
Chicago, who has deeded to the* Unit
ed States 295 acres of primeval red estimated that over 75 per cent of the
wood forest o d the southern slope of forage on the California range lands
Mount Tamalpais, about six miles is made up of Mediterranean immi
from the city of San Francisco. This grants. mostly annuals, such as wild
grove is one of few remaining tracts oats, bur clover, alfilerilla. brome
of redwood forest to be found in its grasses, fescues, wild barleys and
natural state in California. At the many others.
Tbe G reat,basin and the Columbia
request of Mr. Kent it will be called
the Muir woods, in honor of John Muir, basin resemble California in one
the noted naturalist. The destruction marked respect—namely, that the sum
of redwood by lumbering has been mers are dry and the winters wet.
very rapid during the last decade. The Indeed, the principal difference from
large timber in the Muir woods has California lies in the colder winters.
jeseaped the ax partly because of its .The difference has not prevented the
location and partly because the former introduction and rapid spread of most
owners of the tract have protected it. of tbe European annuals now so con
Now that the gift has been accepted spicuous in California. It is really
little short of amazing how rapidly
and extensively some of these plants
have occupied the range lands at the
expense of the native vegetation.
The conditions in Arizona are not
very favorable to the planfe that have
found California conditions so con
genial. with tbe exception of alfilerilla.
Arabia of all old world regions is most
like Arizona, and from there, if any
where. we should expect plants adapt
ed to Arizona conditions.
Western Washington and western
Oregon closely approximate in climate
tbe British isles, and practically every
thing that thrives in the one region is
at home in the other.
The middle and south Atlantic states
are similar to Japan and China in cli
mate. It has long been recognized that
all Japanese plants, especially orna
mentals. thrive in this region perfectly.
A number of them are so a t home, in
deed. that they have literally taken to
tbe woods and behave as natives. Wit
FOREST TO BE ACQUIRED BY GOVERNMENT.
by the government under authority of ness the Japanese honeysuckle. Japan
the law which provides that objects clover, ailanthus. paulownia and the
qf scientific interest may be declared recently introduced Chinese violet.
The cotton states evidently have
national monuments the woods will
be perpetuated. No other redwood much in common with India and south
tract in the state of California is so eastern Asia, whence we have ob
easily accessible to so many people. tained cowpeas, crab grass, Bermuda
Its great educational value, together grass, velvet beans and many weeds,
with the fact that it is a pleasure and to a less degree with Argentina,
ground for all those who live in or where rescue grass, carpet grass, pasvisit this part of California, makes palum grass and a number of common
the woods an ideal national monument. southern weeds are native.
Of late years there has been increas
By an act of congress passed Feb.
18, 1909. a way was found to save for ing evidence that the high plains of
'all time one of the most famous groves northern Texas resemble the highlands
of trees in the. world—the Calaveras of India. At least practically every
big tree grove bf California. For more plant introduced from tbe India high
than nine years the people bf Califor lands has succeeded better in the Tex
nia. particularly the 500 women of tbe as Panhandle than elsewhere in tbe
California club, have been working to United States.
Tbe great plains region lying east of
interest the government in protecting
the big trees from destruction. The the Rocky mountains and west of the
act finally passed by congress provides one hundredth meridian finds its near
for the acquisition of tbe grove by an est parallel in climate in Asia. This
exchange which will give its former is the region that gave us alfalfa.
owner stumpage or other forest lands
Homemade Horsepower Pump.
owned by tbe government in place of
The accompanying sketch shows a
the timber in the grove. No appropri
novel horsepower pump which is used
ation is needed to carry out the act.
The land to be acquired under the on a northwestern ranch. This pump
act includes 4,000 acres, of which 960 consists of a walking beam twenty to
acres, known at the north grove, are in twenty-five feet long, which is connect
Calaveras county, and 3,040, known as ed at one end to tbe pump rod and at
the south grove, are in Tuolumne coun the other end to the shaft of an old
ty. There are 1.380 big trees in the mower wheel. This shaft Is lengthen
grove, not counting specimens less than ed otit to about twelve feet and bent
six feet in diameter. Besides the big into the shape of a crank near the end
trees, whose scientific name is Sequoia
wasbingroniana. there are hundreds of
sugar and yellow pines ranging to the
height of 275 feet and often having a
diameter of eight or ten feet, as well
as many white firs and incense cedars.
In the north grove there are ten trees
each of which is over twenty-five feet
in diameter and more than seventy'
from fifteen to twenty-five feet in di
ameter.
Vinegar Season Is Near.
Bulletin No. 258 of the New York
experiment station recommends the
following as one of the-most satisfac
tory methods of making vinegar:
When the cider is pressed from the
apples the barrels should be piled about
two-thirds full and the bung replaced
by a loose plug of cotton, which will
lessen evaporation and keep out bugs
and dirt. Where the quantity of vine
gar to be made is considerable the,,barrels should be placed in a room where
the temperature can be kept from 70
to 80 degrees during the fan and early
winter months, if the batch is small
the barrels may be left out of doors
while the weather is warm and then
placed in the warmest room conven
ient and later placed in a dry cellar.
If the temperature of the storeroom
does not fall below 45 degrees the con
version of the sugar into alcohol will
require about six months, but the
process of fermentation may be hasten
ed by an addition of fresh commercial
yeast. When the cider has quit work
ing tbe clear portion should be draWn
off. the barrel rinsed out and the liquid
replaced, with the addition of from
two to four quarts of good vinegar
containing some mother. The next
process, the change of the alcohol into
acetic acid, may be effected in three
months and may require two years.
In any event, it will take place most
rapidly in a temperature ranging from
65 to 76 degrees. When the vinegar has
reached the proper strength, which
should be 5 per cent of acetic acid, .the
barrels should be filled full and tight
ly corked. This will prevent other
changes and will cause the vinegar to
keep Its strength. If one has consid
erable vinegar to make it would be
well for him to secure the bulletin re
ferred to.

HORSE REQUIRES NO DRIVER.

opposite tbe wheel. The bearings for
this crank are made from a piece of
bar iron, V shaped, with a fiat bottom.
This iron is' bolted down loosely to a
piece of timber fitted into the ground.
The horse is bitched on near the
wheel. The V shaped bearing turns as
the horse walks around in a circle, and
the crank makes a double stroke for
every revolution o f the mower wheel.
Wbeae a well is deep two mower
wheels may be put together to add
tractive weight. A horse soon learns
to operate this pump without a driver.
The Bug Nuisance.
Dr. B. T. Fenald of the Massachu
setts Agricultural college says that
five-sixths of all the living creatures
of the globe are insects and that not
more than one out of ten is friendly
to man. He estimates that $2,000,099
or $3,000,000 worth of damage is an
nually wrought by insects and that
known means of protection, properly
used, could prevent two-thirds of this
loss. He is therefore impressing the
necessity of a close study by all
classes of people of this question with
the hope of saving forest and shade
trees and crops.
How to Exterminate Fleas.
The following directions are given to
those who are annoyed by fleas: In
sect powder used freeiy I d the house
and about the clothing is recommend
ed by one who tried it. For all out
door buildings use air slaked lime.
Scatter the lime about freely.
A surer way is first to clean all the
loose rubbish out and burn, then take
one quart of crude carbolic acid, four
gallons of water and a spray pump and
spray house and barn two or threetimes and you will get rid of them.

THE VICIOUS PECCARY

T h e G race a n d Good F o rm of

A Fierce Creature Is the South
American Wild Boar.

it

HE IS SM ALL, BUT FE A R L E SS

(F A S H IO N C L O T H E S )

WILL IMPRESS YOU AT A GLANCE.

Will Attack Man or Any Animal In Ex
istence on the Slightest Provocation
and Will Fight to the Death—A Bat
tle With a Jaguar.
During one of his Journeys into Mex
ico Edward W. Walton, a mining ex
pert. bad a close call from being sliced
to shreds by the fierce little South
American pigs known as peccaries. He
told the Story of his escape to a Den
ver Post reporter.
“I wished to secure some plumes
from a number of the beautifully plumaged birds." said Mr. Walton. “I went
Into the jungle and came to a small
opening in which there were dry
leaves, probably a foot in depth, cov
ering the ground, and hundreds of
beautifully colored tropical birds in
the air and in the trees. I fired at one
of the birds in flight, when it seemed
to me the/ whole area of these dead
leaves arose in front of and all around
me. Being a stranger, naturally I was
much frightened, especially when I
saw the .animals which raised up the
leaves apparently ready for an attack.
The older animals opened and closed
their mouths, showing their big. sharp
tusks, formed much like a dirk knife,
and some of them started toward me.
Impulsively I commenced firing my
gun in the air and turned around,
which seemed to stop most of them
momentarily, and as I had lots of car
tridges I kept up the shooting, and
they turned and ran away. I found
afterward that I had saved my life
by so doing and by not shooting any of
tbe animals.
“These animals proved to be pecca
ries. They are most ferocious and will
attack any animal in existence on the
slightest provocation. When I got
back to headquarters and told my com
panions my experience I was informed
th at had I shot one of the animals and
made him squeal the whole bunch
would have been on me and would
have torn me to pieces quickly. They
have been known to kill bears, jaguars,
cattle, horses and any number of dogs.
Although in the fight scores of their
number might be killed, they seem to
have no fear when once aroused.
“I was told the peccaries burrow un
der the dry leaves to protect them
selves from mosquitoes and other
winged pests of that hot country. My
friends bad many exciting experiences
to tell in regard to these ferocious lit
tle animals. One of this party, while
traveling with a companion in a wag
on, stopped for lunch under some trees
and turned their horses out to graze.
While at lunch a large bunch of pec
caries appeared, and they thought it
would be nice to shoot among them
and get one or two for meat, so they
fired into them, wounding several,
which commenced to squeal. Then the
whole bunch made an attack. The men
climbed quickly into the wagon and
kept on shooting so long as the am
munition which they had in their
pockets lasted. As they were opening
their bags to get out more ammunition
the peccaries climbed up the tongue
of tbe wagon and jumped into it, and
the men saved themselves only by
Jumping on to the seat and then on to
limbs of the trees, tbe peccaries taking
possession of the wagOD and tearing
things to pieces. They remained in
possession for hours, the men watching
them from safety in the trees.”
The peccary, or South American wild
boar, is the smallest of his species, av
eraging about three feet long, nor is
the animal possessed of any unusual
degree of strength, f o make up for
the natural individual deficiencies in
combat with the more powerful ani
mals of the jungle the peccaries al
ways travel in large herds. When once
attacked by a herd of peccaries tbe
outcome is nearly always death to their
enemy. Tbe little pigs are armed with
short sharp tusks, and no matter how1
great the slaughter of their own num
ber during tbe melee the herd stay on
the job until tbe work is finished.
Travelers in tropical and South
American countries tell of fierce en
counters between tbe peccaries and the
jaguar, the monster cat which is lord
of the forest. Tbe jaguar has a fond
ness for a dinner of pork, but a whole
some respect for the power of a herd
of wild pigs. When he wants to sat
isfy his cravings for a pork diet he
drops from a limb of a tree on to the
back of a straggler in the peccary
herd. The jaguar slays his victim and
then retreats hastily to his tree be
fore the herd can get at him. When
the herd grows tired of waiting for
him to come down and moves along
the jaguar descends and enjoys *his
meal at leisure. Frederick Selous in
his romance of the animal world has
an Interesting account of a fight be
tween a jaguar and a herd of pec
caries. The peccaries had the jaguar
treed on the limb of a tree from which
the bark had rotted away. He was
only a few feet above them and by
harassing and jumping at their enemy
finally succeeded in bringing the con
flict to the ground. After the fight
was over there were eleven killed and
wounded peccaries, but the jaguar was
literally torn to pieces.

FADCLOTHIB
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That’s just the way with our clothes. “Fadclothes” have a certain swing and dash
to them that no other clothes can imitate. Your custom tailor can’t give your clothes
the snap and smartness of ‘‘Fadclothes” because he is afraid to be daring.
“Fadclothes” will make you feel good all over, and not altogether because they fit
absolutely perfect and the style is the supreme height of good taste, but partly because
they’re tailored right.
Wear a suit of “Fadclothes.” You’ll see the difference between them and the
ordinary kinds— you’ll find yourself in mighty good company.
College going Yellows and High School boys should not fail to see what preparations
we’ve made for them. Unique 'styles and new models of Suits and Fall Overcoats.

$10, $12, $ \5 , $18, $20 up to $30.

Made for service, as well as style. They are so far above auy suit other stores offer that you not
only save $1,15, but you receive a suit that has two pair of Koicker trousers, excellent wear-resist
ing materials and worth every penny of $5.00.

$6.50 Worsted Suits at $5.

$4 Cheviot Suits at $2.98.

Navy Blue Serge, guaranteed suD-proof,
Fine style of excellent wearing Cheviot Com
derby coats o r pleated Norfolks, Knicker pants, bination Suits, that have two pair of Knicker
full lined; also excellent choice of new shades of pants, cut full and roomy coats, have broad, man
Fancy Worsteds. Sizes 6 to 17 years, at $5.00. - nish shoulders, cuffs on sleeves.' Sizes 6 to 16, at
only $2.98.
AT $6.50, $7.50 and $10,00—over thirty choice
BOYS’ REEFERS, $2.50 to $7.50—thirty-five
well selected styles.
styles.

W EITZEN KO RN S, - POTTSTOWN.
CAR FARE F J ^ I T D .

INCORPORATED MAY 13, 1871.

WE’VE STIRRED!

Perkiomen Valley Mutual File
Insurance Company
OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY

T H E TOW N
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Weitzenkorn’s Shoe Sale!
Has set the Whole Town
Agog !

I a n Aiainst Fire and Storm.

GOOD SHOES were never before priced so low and]
never before sold so rapidly.
W E are determined to close out the stock we have on handl
Office o f tbe Company 's '
and our deeply cut prices on all our good shoes will tell you how
COLLEGEVIULE, PA.
anxious we are to sell.
In su ra n c e In Force: $12,000,000.

A. D. FETTEROLF, Secretary.

H. IV. KRATZ, President,
Norristown, Pa.

FA R M ER S,
Here is what you need.

NOTE THE PRICES AND THEN ACT
$4.00 SHOES and OXFORDS :: $3.18
3.50
“
“
“
:: 2.70
3.00
‘‘
“
“
:: 2.35
2.50
“
“
:: 1.85
2.00
“
“
“
:: 1.55
1.50
“
“
“
:: 1.30

There is no time like the
present to assure yourself of
Our Children’s and Boys’ Department is full of BIG
good crops for the future, especiaUy as your prosperity is BARGAINS in SHOES and SLIPPERS.
measured by the crops you pro
duce.

WEITZENKORN’S, “ t m & E S ' l

There is only one way to as
sure bounteous crops, and that
is by using sufficient plant food.
I f your manure does not reach,
you cannot afford to buy stable
manure; it is too expensive.
You should therefore use the
best Animal Bone Fertilizer ob
tainable.
Our goods are sold entirely
on their own merits, and where
once used, always used.
W e guarantee the different
grades to be in perfect mechani
cal condition, and to produce
results.
A fair trial will convince.
Manufactured

by

JACOB

TRINLEY, Linfield, Montgom
ery County,. Pa., and' for sale

POTTSTOW N’S LARGEST SHOE STORE.

:o3

CULBERT’S
DRUG S T O R E
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
C O L L E G E V IL L E

Marble and Granite Woilis,
H. L. SA Y L O R , Prop.
AU kinds of Cemetery Work In Plain

by

and Artistic Designs. All Work guar

H. T. HUN8ICKEB,
Ironbridge, Pa.
J. K. CLEMMER A SON,
Spring Memat, Pa.

anteed. Estimates furnished.

8ame Thing Now.
“You know woman was once the FRANK BARNDT,
head of the family.” she said.
Green Lane, Pa.
“No need to speak of that in the
past tense!” replied her husband meek HILLEGASS A KRAUSE,
ly.—Philadelphia Ledger.
Pennsburg, Pa.
The most sublime act is to set an JOHN H. FARINGER,
B. D. No. X, Norristown, Pa.
other before von.—JVllllam Blake.

Main St. Collegeville.

The INDEPENDENT is a first-class advertis
ing medium in the middle section of Montgomery
county. If you have anything to sell—no matter
what—it w ill pay you to advertise in this paper*

